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On 4 October 1991, the United States, along with 22 other Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties,
signed the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty. This landmark agreement
designates Antarctica as a natural reserve, devoted to peace and science, and prohibits all mineral-
resource activities, except for those related to science. It establishes environmental principles to
guide planning and management of activities and sets up rules for environmental assessment
and waste management.
NSF photo by Winifred Reuning.
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Preserving Antarctica:
Treaty nations agree on new
environmental protocol

Developing a comprehensive system
to ensure the protection of the antarctic
environment has been a focus of dis-
cussion among the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties (ATCP) during 2
years of special meetings. On 4 October
1991, representatives of the 26 consult-
ative parties* concluded their negotia-
tions and adopted by consensus the
Protocol on Environmental Protection to
the Antarctic Treaty. This pivotal agree-
ment, which builds on the Antarctic
Treaty and related agreements, extends
and improves the effectiveness of the

treaty system to preserve the antarctic
environment.

In 1989 delegates to the 15th Antarctic
Treaty Consultative Meeting recom-
mended that a Special Consultative
Meeting be held "to explore and discuss
all proposals relating to the comprehen-
sive protection of the antarctic environ-
ment and its dependent and associated
ecosystems" (Recommendation XV-1).
In response to this recommendation,
delegates gathered in Vifla del Mar, Chile,
in November and December 1990 for the
first of two sessions of the Eleventh Spe-

cial Antarctic Treaty Special Consulta-
tive Meeting. Three meetings were held
during the second session in Madrid,
Spain-22 to 30 April 1991, 17 to 22 June
1991, and 3 to 4 October 1991.

*The 26 consultative parties are Argentina, Aus-
tralia, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, China, Ecuador, Fin-
land, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the
Republic of Korea, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Peru, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United States,
and Uruguay. These countries participate in the op-
eration of the treaty.
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The terms of reference, provided in
Recommendation XV-1, were the "fur-
ther elaboration, maintenance and effec-
tive implementation of a comprehensive
system for the protection of the antarctic
environment." ATCP representatives at
the 15th treaty meeting used the term
"further elaboration" to call attention to
the large number of environmental reg-
ulations that already exist within the Ant-
arctic Treaty system. However, their
objectives were not only to review and
strengthen existing regulations but also to
develop procedures for maintaining and
implementing an environmental regula-
tion system.

Protocol on Environmental Protection
The protocol designates Antarctica as

a natural reserve, devoted to peace and
science. Besides prohibiting all mineral-
resource activities (except those associ-
ated with scientific investigations), the
protocol sets forth general principles,
which apply to any human activity in
Antarctica, to ensure the preservation of
the continent's environment, as well as
its dependent and associated ecosys-
tems. Supplemental to the Antarctic
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Treaty, the protocol does not amend or
modify the treaty, nor does it change the
rights and obligations of nations that are
party to other international agreements
in the Antarctic Treaty System. The en-
vironmental protocol also extends reg-
ulations beyond government-sponsored
science activities and associated logistics
to include such nongovernment activi-
ties as tourism within treaty area.

The provisions of the protocol are cov-
ered in 27 articles. Besides defining the
relationship between the protocol and
the Antarctic Treaty, these articles es-
tablish environmental principles that
govern planning and conduct of all ac-
tivities in Antarctica, emphasize the need
for cooperation among nations, require
all signers of the protocol to assess the
potential environmental impacts of their
activities, and establish a system of an-
nexes that incorporate detailed, man-
datory rules for environmental
protection.

Fifty years after the protocol enters into
force, any consultative party to the Ant-
arctic Treaty may request a conference
to review the operation of the protocol.
Before they are adopted, modifications
or amendments made during this con-
ference must be approved by the ma-
jority of the treaty nations, including
three-quarters of the countries that were
consultative parties when the protocol
was signed.

Although the full text of the protocol
and its annexes (but not the three ap-
pendixes) follow this article, some of its
essential components are described here.

Environmental principles and impact
assessment. The intent of the protocol
is to preserve and protect not only the
antarctic environment and associated and
dependent ecosystems but also its in-
trinsic value, "including its wilderness
and aesthetic values and its value as an
area for the conduct of scientific re-
search, in particular research essential to
understanding the global environment"
(Article 3, 1). To this end, the protocol
stipulates that, within the treaty area,
activities will

• be planned and conducted to limit
adverse impacts to the region's ecosys-
tems

• avoid adversely affecting climate or
weather patterns and air or water quality

• not change significantly atmos-
pheric, terrestrial, glacial, or marine en-
vironments or cause detrimental changes
in the distribution, abundance, or pro-
ductivity of native flora and fauna spe-
cies or populations

• not further jeopardize endangered
or threatened species or populations

• not degrade or risk substantially
areas with biological, scientific, historic,
aesthetic, or wilderness significance

The potential impact of any activity
must be assessed during planning. This
assessment includes an evaluation of not

only the immediate and cumulative en-
vironomental effects but also the poten-
tial impacts on other activities occurring
nearby. Plans must incorporate moni-
toring of key environmental parameters
and ecosystem components to identify
potential adverse effects and ways to
modify operations if monitoring shows
that an activity has a detrimental effect
on the environment. Monitoring and
emergency response capabilities are re-
quired for the duration of an activity.

Compliance with the protocol. Article
13 of the protocol specifies that signa-
tories must take appropriate measures
to comply with the terms of the protocol
and its annexes and must notify all other
signatories of these actions. These mea-
sures, which include laws and regula-
tions, administrative actions, and
enforcement measures, apply to all ac-
tivities—government science programs,
nongovernmental expeditions, and
tourism—except for those covered by the
Convention on the Conservation of Ant-
arctic Marine Living Resources and the
Convention for the Conservation of Ant-
arctic Seals.

The scope of a country's obligations
extends beyond the general description
provided in Article 13 and includes pro-
visions for emergency response (Article
15), environmental impact assessment
procedures (Article 8 and Annex I), and
waste disposal and management pro-
cedures (Annex III). The rules and pro-
cedures established in the annexes affect
all activities reported under Article VII
of the Antarctic Treaty. After the pro-
tocol enters into force, any nation, ap-
plying for consultative party status, will
not only have to demonstrate "its inter-
est in Antarctica by conducting substan-
tial scientific research activity" (Antarctic
Treaty, Article IX, 2.), but also have to
ratify, accept, approve, or accede to the
protocol.

Committee for Environmental Protec-
tion. Articles 11 and 12 establish and
define the function of the Committee for
Environmental Protection of which each
contracting party is entitled to be a mem-
ber. Focusing on ways to implement the
protocol and operate its systems of an-
nexes, the committee will make recom-
mendations and provide advise on

• the effectiveness of environmental
measures taken before the protocol was
established

• the need to update, strengthen, or
improve existing measures

• requirements for additional mea-
sures, including annexes

• application and implementation of
environmental impact assessment pro-
cedures

• ways to minimize or mitigate the
environmental impacts of activities in the
treaty area

• the operation of the Antarctic Pro-
tected Area system
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• procedures for inspections
• collection, archiving, exchange, and

evaluation of information concerning
environmental protection

• the need for additional research, in-
cluding environmental monitoring.
Additionally, the committee will consult
with the Scientific Committee on Ant-
arctic Research, the Scientific Commit-
tee for the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources, and other rel-
evant scientific, environmental, and
technical organizations.

Inspections and reporting. The pro-
tocol incorporates the Antarctic Treaty
principle of open inspection of stations,
ships, aircraft, and related facilities
(Antarctic Treaty, Article VII). For the
protocol, consultative parties may des-
ignate observers during consultative
meetings. Following an inspection, the
observers will report their findings to
the country whose facilities were in-
spected, distribute their report to all
consultative parties, and finally make this
information available to the public.

Annually, each country will report on
how it is implementing the protocol (Ar-
ticle 17). The report must include noti-
fication of measures taken to comply with
the protocol, procedures for emergency
response, and other relevant informa-
tion. These reports will be distributed to
all consultative parties and the Com-
mittee for Environmental Protection, re-
viewed at consultative party meetings,
and made available to the public.

Dispute settlement. Articles 18, 19, and
20 establish the procedures for settling
disputes between contracting parties over
matters concerning the prohibition of
mineral resource activities, environmen-
tal impact assessment, emergency re-
sponse actions, compliance with the
protocol, and actions related to the pro-
tocol's annexes. As part of these pro-
cedures, disputing parties may choose
to present their case before the Inter-
national Court of Justice, an Arbitral Tri-
bunal (established under the protocol),
or both groups. Disputes not settled
within 12 months of declaration will au-
tomatically be turned over to the Arbitral
Tribunal.

The Arbitral Tribunal, described in the
"Schedule to the Protocol—Arbitra-
tion," is made up of a member from each
disputing party and a chairperson who
is not a national of either party or ap-
pointed by either party. Pending a set-
tlement, the tribunal has the authority
to apply provisional measures to pre-
serve the rights of the disputing parties
and to protect the environment. The tri-
bunal's decisions, which are to based on
the protocol and other applicable inter-
national law, are final.

Annexes to the protocol
Article 9 describes the system of an-

nexes that incorporate mandatory rules

for environmental protection. The sys-
tem is designed to encourage and pro-
vide for continuing review and evaluation
of measures to protect the environment.
When the protocol was signed in Mad-
rid, four annexes also were adopted.
Following the Madrid meeting, repre-
sentatives of the consultative parties met
in Bonn, Germany, for the 16th Con-
sultative Party Meeting and adopted a
fifth annex on 17 October 1991.

Annex I—Environmental impact as-
sessment. This annex describes in detail
two types of environmental assess-
ments. The first, an Initial Environmen-
tal Evaluation (lEE), is required when an
activity is likely to have only a transitory
effect on the environment. Besides es-
tablishing that an activity will have a
minimal environmental impact, this
evaluation will describe the project, its
location, purpose, duration, and inten-
sity and will consider possible alterna-
tives and the impact of those alternatives.

If the lEE indicates that activity will
have more than a minimal impact or if
it is believed that an activity may sig-
nificantly affect the environment, a
Comprehensive Environmental Evalua-
tion (CEE) is required. In addition to in-
formation similar to the information
required for an lEE, a CEE will

• describe the initial environmental
state (as a reference) and changes that
might occur in the absence of human
activity

• describe the methods and data used
to forecast impacts of the proposed ac-
tivity

• estimate the likely impacts, includ-
ing indirect and cumulative impacts

• identify measures to mitigate im-
pacts and detect unforseen problems

• identify unavoidable impacts and
consider the effect of the activity on sci-
ence and other existing uses in the area.

A draft CEE must be submitted to the
Committee on Environmental Protec-
tion at least 120 days before an consult-
ative meeting. After the draft is reviewed,
a final CEE, including a summary of all
comments and responses to these com-
ments, will be prepared and circulated
to all contracting parties at least 60 days
before the activity is to begin. Most im-
portantly, no action concerning the pro-
posed activity can take place before the
draft has been reviewed. Additionally,
monitoring procedures must be in place
to assess and verify potential impacts.

Emergency situations, related to the
safety of program participants or valu-
able equipment or to the protection of
environment, are exempt from these
procedures. In these circumstances, the
country affected must notify all contract-
ing parties immediately and follow up
with a complete explanation of the cir-
cumstances.

Annex II—Conservation of fauna and
flora. This annex updates and strength-

ens the Agreed Measures for the Con-
servation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora.
It extends the requirement for permits
to include "harmful interference" (dis-
ruption of the concentration of birds or
mammals, significant damage to con-
centrations of native plants, or any ac-
tivity that adversely modifies a habitat).
As a result of this annex, permits will
be issued only to acquire specimens for
scientific purposes, for zoos, museums,
or educational and cultural institutions,
and for unavoidable consequences of
other scientific projects, construction of
science-related facilities, or operations
supporting science. It also provides a
mechanism for designating Specially
Protected Species of antarctic mammals,
birds, and plants. For these protected
species, permits will be issued only for
compelling scientific purposes related to
the survival or recovery of a species or
local population.

Other articles of Annex II focus on
permit procedures for introducing non-
native species and the requirements for
removing or disposing of these species.
One outcome of this annex is that people
working in or visiting Antarctica will no
longer be able to import dogs. All dogs
presently in Antarctica must be removed
by April 1994.

Annex Ill—Waste disposal and man-
agement at stations and field camps.
Wastes that must be removed from the
continent include radioactive materials;
electrical batteries; solid and liquid fuel;
wastes containing harmful levels of heavy
metals, highly toxic materials, or harm-
ful persistent compounds; polyvinyl
chloride; polyurethane foam; polysty-
rene foam; rubber; lubricating oils; and
all plastics except for low-density poly-
ethylene containers. Although other liq-
uid wastes, including sewage and other
domestic liquid wastes, should be re-
moved to the greatest possible extent,
they may be discharged into the sea at
a site with conditions adequate for di-
lution and rapid dispersal. Large quan-
tities must be at least macerated.

Waste can no longer be disposed of in
ice-free areas, into freshwater systems,
or onto the sea ice, ice shelves, or
grounded ice sheets. Although burning
in closed incinerators will be allowed,
open burning must be phased out by the
of the 1998-1999 austral summer sea-
son.

The protocol also requires that all con-
tracting parties appoint a waste man-
agement official, establish a system to
track wastes, and prepare an annual re-
port on waste management plans for each
permanent station, field camps in gen-
eral, and ships supporting activities in
Antarctica. These plans, along with re-
ports on the implementation of waste
management procedures, will be ex-
changed among the consultative parties
and submitted to the Committee on En-
vironmental Protection.
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Annex IV—Prevention of marine
pollution. This annex attempts to pro-
vide antarctic waters with protection
similar to that provided under the In-
ternational Convention for the Preven-
tion of Pollution from Ships (1973)
(MARPOL) and the 1978 Protocol that
amended MARPOL. Under this annex,
ships supporting antarctic activities can-
not discharge into antarctic water

• oil and oily mixtures
• noxious liquids and other chemicals

or substances in quantities or concen-
trations sufficient to harm the marine
environment

• any plastics, including but not lim-
ited to synthetic ropes, synthetic fishing
nets, and plastic garbage bags

• any other garbage, including paper,
rags, glass, metal, bottles, crockery, in-
cineration ash, dunnage, lining, and
packing materials.
Ships may discharge food wastes at least
12 nautical miles from land or ice shelves,
if these wastes have been sufficiently
ground. Untreated sewage may not be
discharged within this 12-nautical-mile
area but beyond this limit may be re-
leased gradually from a holding tank
while the ship is travelling at 4 knots or
greater.

Contracting parties also must ensure
that ships flying their flag or supporting
their activities

• are able to retain on board all sludge,
dirty ballast, tank-washing water, other
oil residues and mixtures, and garbage
(while operating in the treaty area)

• have arranged to discharge these
wastes at a port facility outside the treaty
area.

Annex V—Area protection and man-
agement. Because Annex V was not ap-
proved until the consultative party
meeting, its text is not included in this
issue; however, it will be included in the
March 1992 issue as part of the treaty
meeting report. This annex revises, im-
proves, and extends the system for pro-
tected areas in Antarctica. Two categories
are established—Antarctic Specially
Protected Areas (ASPA) and Antarctic
Managed Areas (AMA).

ASPAs, which include marine areas,
are designed to protect outstanding en-
vironmental, scientific, historic, aes-
thetic, or wilderness values, any
combination of these, or the site of on-
going scientific investigations. Detailed
management plans must be prepared for
each site, and permits are required for
entry into these areas. Previously des-
ignated, Specially Protected Areas and
Sites of Special Scientific Interest will be
redesignated as ASPAs.

AMAs will be used to assist in plan-
ning and coordinating activities to avoid
conflicts, improve cooperation among
treaty nations, and minimize environ-
mental impacts. An area would be des-
ignated an AMA when activities might

mutually interfere, might have a cu-
mulative environmental impact, or might
affect a historic site or monument. Al-
though management plans are required,
permits are not.

To propose an area for ASPA or AMA
designation, a consultative party will
submit a management plan at an Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Party meet-
ing. These plans must describe in detail
the area, the purpose of the designation
and management plans to achieve that
purpose, as well as identify restricted,
prohibited or managed activities. For
ASPAs, the proposer also must include
information on the conditions under
which permits will be granted. Manage-
ment plans are considered approved 90
days after they are adopted at a con-
sultative party meeting; the designation
of the area remains in effect indefinitely,
unless the management plan establishes
a time limit.
Conclusion

After the protocol and the first four
annexes were adopted, it was open for
signature in Madrid on 4 October 1991.
Twenty-three of the consultative par-
ties, including the United States, signed
the protocol; 8 of the 14 nations** that
have acceded to the treaty also signed
the protocol in October. The protocol re-
mains open for signature until 3 October
1992 in Washington, D.C.

Before the protocol can be ratified by
the U.S. government, it needs the advice
and consent of the Senate. The Depart-
ment of State intends to transmit the
protocol to the Senate in early 1992, along
with the implementing legislation. As
manager of the U.S. Antarctic Program,
the National Science Foundation is
working with other branches of the Fed-
eral government to develop legislation
to implement the new protocol.

The protocol officially enters into force
30 days after all countries that were con-
sultative parties when the agreement was
adopted have ratified it.

**The 14 acceding nations are Austria, Bulgaria,
Canada, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Den-
mark, Greece, Guatemala, Hungary, the Demo-
cratic People's Republic of Korea, Papua New Guinea,
Romania, and Switzerland. Although these coun-
tries recognize the treaty and agree to abide by its
terms, they do not participate in its operation.

Errata
The caption for the cover illustration

of the June/September 1991 issue of the
Antarctic Journal mistakenly referred to
the platform for the U.S./Russian project
as a "large tabular iceberg." The re-
search team's temporary camp will be
set up on a large ice floe—at least 10 feet
thick, 1 mile long, and 0.5 mile wide—
in the western Weddell Sea. In the past,
permanent and temporary stations have
been built on the glacier ice of Antarc-

Final act of the
Eleventh Antarctic
Treaty
Special Consultative
Meeting

The final session of the XIth Antarctic
Treaty Special Consultative Meeting,
convened in accordance with the Rec-
ommendation XV-I, was held at Madrid
on 3 and 4 October 1991. The Meeting
was attended by Parties (Argentina,
Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, China,
Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany, In-
dia, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland, the Re-
public of Korea, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, the United Kingdom, the
United States of America, and Uru-
guay). The Meeting was also attended
by delegations from Contracting Parties
to the Antarctic Treaty which are not
Consultative Parties (Austria, Bulgaria,
Canada, Colombia, Cuba, Czechoslo-
vakia, Denmark, Greece, Hungary, the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea,
Romania and Switzerland). Represen-
tation of international governmental and
nongovernmental organizations at-
tended the meeting as observers (Ant-
arctic and Southern Ocean Coalition,
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Re-
search, Commission for the Conserva-
tion of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources, Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities, Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission, World
Meteorological Organization, Interna-
tional Union for the Conservation of Na-
ture and Natural Resources).

As a result of the deliberations, sum-
marized in the Final Report of the XIth
Antarctic Treaty Special Consultative
Meeting, the Antarctic Treaty Consult-
ative Parties adopted the official lan-
guages of the Antarctic Treaty the
"Protocol on Environmental Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty" and four An-
nexes to Protocol, which form an inte-
gral part thereof, namely: Annex I on
Environmental Impact Assessment, An-
nex II on Conservation of Antactic Fauna

tica's large ice shelves that are grounded
along their margins but extend over ocean
water. Some of these, including Admiral
Richard E. Byrd's Little America sta-
tions, have floated out to sea when that
part of the ice shelf calfed. According to
the U.S. science leader, Arnold Gordon
of Lamont-Doherty Geological Obser-
vatory, the U.S./Russian camp "will be
the first manned station ever established
on floating ice of the southern ocean."
The research team intends to remain on
the sea ice floe as it drifts northward.
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and Flora, Annex III on Waste Disposal
and Waste Management, Annex IV on
Prevention of Marine Pollution. The text
of the Protocol and the four Annexes is
attached to this Final Act. The Protocol
provides for the possibility of adopting
additional Annexes.

The Protocol provides that it will be
opened for signature in Madrid on 4 Oc-
tober 1991, and thereafter in Washing-
ton, D.C., until 3 October 1992.

In the Protocol the Parties commit
themselves to the comprehensive pro-
tection of the antarctic environment and
dependent and associated ecosystems,
and designate Antarctica as a natural re-
serve devoted to peace and science.

In this context, the Meeting agreed
that, pending entry-into-force of the
Protocol, which would take place as soon
as possible, current constraints on ant-
arctic mineral-resource activity should
continue.

The Meeting noted that the harvesting
of ice was not considered to be an ant-
arctic mineral-resource activity; it was
therefore agreed that if the harvesting
of ice were to become possible in the
future, it was understood that the pro-
visions of the Protocol, other than Ar-
ticle 7, would apply.

The Meeting noted that nothing in the
Protocol shall derogate from the right
and obligations of Parties under the
Convention on the Conservation of Ant-
arctic Marine Living Resources, the Con-
vention for the Conservation of Antarctic
Seals, and the International Convention
for the Regulation of Whaling.

With respect to the activities referred
to in Article 8, the Meeting noted that it
was not intended that those activities
should include activities undertaken in
the Antactic Treaty area pursuant to the
Convention on the Conservation of Ant-
arctic Marine Living Resources or the
Convention for the Conservation of Ant-
arctic Seals.

The Meeting underlined the commit-
ment of the Parties to the Protocol in its
Article 16 to elaborate rules and proce-
dures relating to liability for damage
arising from activities taking place in the
Antarctic Treaty area and covered by the
Protocol, with a view to their inclusion
in one or more Annexes and expressed
the wish that work on their elaboration
could begin at an early stage. In this con-
text, it was understood that liability for
damage to the antarctic environment
should be included in such an elabora-
tion.

The Meeting noted that, with regard to
the competence of the Arbitral Tribunal
under Articles 19 and 20 of the Protocol
to make an award upon any matter, it was
understood that the Tribunal would not
make determinations as to damage until
a binding legal regime had entered into
force through an Annex or Annexes pur-
suant to Article 16.

With reference to Article 18, the Meet-
ing agreed that an inquiry procedure
should be elaborated to facilitate reso-
lution of disputes concerning the inter-
pretation or application of Article 3 with
respect to activities undertaken or pro-
posed to be undertaken in the Antarctic
Treaty area.

The Meeting acknowledged that, al-
though reservations to the Protocol would
not be permitted, this did not preclude
a State, when signing, ratifying, accept-
ing, or approving the Protocol, or when
acceding to it, from making declarations
or statements, however phrased or
named, with a view, inter alia, to the
harmonization of its laws and regula-
tions with the Protocol, provided that
such declarations or statements do not
purport to exclude or to modify the legal
effect of the Protocol in its application
to that State.

Convinced of the need to enhance the
protection of the antarctic environment
and dependent and associated ecosys-
tems;

Convinced of the need to strengthen
the Antarctic Treaty system so as to en-
sure that Antarctica shall continue for-
ever to be used exclusively for peaceful
purposes and shall not become the scene
or object of international discord;

Bearing in mind the special legal and
political status of Antarctica and the spe-
cial responsibility of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties to ensure that all
activities in Antarctica are consistent with
the purposes and principles of the Ant-
arctic Treaty;

Recalling the designation of Antarctica
as a Special Conservation Area and other
measures adopted under the Antarctic
Treaty system to protect the antarctic en-
vironment and dependent and associ-
ated ecosystems;

Acknowledging further the unique op-
portunities Antarctica offers for scien-
tific monitoring of and research on
processes of global as well as regional
importance;

Reaffirming the conservation princi-
ples of the Convention on the Conser-

The Meeting agreed that the contents
of this Final Act are without prejudice
to the legal position of any Party under
Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty.

The Meeting agreed that it was desir-
able to ensure the effective implemen-
tation at an early date of the provisions
of the Protocol. Pending the entry-into-
force of the Protocol, it was agreed that
it was desirable for all Contracting Par-
ties to the Antactic Treaty to apply An-
nexes I-IV, in accordance with their legal
systems and to the extent practicable,
and to take individually such steps to
enable it to occur as soon as possible.

Done in Madrid, this fourth day of
October 1991, in a single original copy
in the four languages of the Antarctic
Treaty to be deposited in the Archives
of the Government of the United States
of America, which will transmit a cer-
tified copy thereof to all Contracting Par-
ties to the Antarctic Treaty.

vation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources;

Convinced that the development of a
comprehensive regime for the protec-
tion of the antarctic environment and
dependent and associated ecosystems is
in the interest of mankind as a whole;

Desiring to supplement the Antarctic
Treaty to this end;

Have agreed as follows:

Article 1

Definitions
For the purposes of this Protocol:

(a) "The Antarctic Treaty" means the
Antarctic Treaty done at Washington on
1 December 1959;

(b) "Antarctic Treaty area" means the
area to which the provisions of the Ant-
arctic Treaty apply in accordance with
Article VI of that Treaty;

(c) "Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Meetings" means the meetings referred
to in Article IX of the Antarctic Treaty;

(d) "Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Parties" means the Contracting Parties
to the Antarctic Treaty entitled to ap-
point representatives to participate in the

Protocol on Environmental Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty

Preamble
The States Parties to this Protocol to the Antarctic Treaty, hereinafter referred to

as the Parties,
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meetings referred to in Article IX of that
Treaty;

(e) "Antarctic Treaty system" means
the Antarctic Treaty, the measures in ef-
fect under that Treaty, its associated
separate international instruments in
force and the measures in effect under
those instruments;

(f) "Arbitral Tribunal" means the Ar-
bitral Tribunal established in accordance
with the Schedule to this Protocol, which
forms an integral part thereof;

(g) "Committee" means the Commit-
tee for Environmental Protection estab-
lished in accordance with Article 11.

Article 2

Objective and designation
The Parties commit themselves to the

comprehensive protection of the antarc-
tic environment and dependent and as-
sociated ecosystems and hereby
designate Antarctica as a natural re-
serve, devoted to peace and science.

Article 3

Environmental principles
1. The protection of the antarctic en-

vironment and dependent and associ-
ated ecosystems and the intrinsic value
of Antarctica, including its wilderness
and aesthetic values and its value as an
area for the conduct of scientific re-
search, in particular research essential to
understanding the global environment,
shall be fundamental considerations in
the planning and conduct of all activities
in the Antarctic Treaty area.

2. To this end:

(a)activities in the Antarctic Treaty area
shall be planned and conducted so as to
limit adverse impacts on the antarctic
environment and dependent and asso-
ciated ecosystems;

(b) activities in the Antarctic Treaty
area shall be planned and conducted so
as to avoid:

(i)adverse effects on climate or weather
patterns;

(ii) significant adverse effects on air or
water quality;

(iii) significant changes in the atmos-
pheric, terrestrial (including aquatic),
glacial, or marine environments;

(iv) detrimental changes in the distri-
bution, abundance, or productivity of
species or populations of species of fauna
and flora;

(v) further jeopardy to endangered or
threatened species or populations of such
species; or

(vi)degradation of, or substantial risk
to, areas of biological, scientific, historic,
aesthetic, or wilderness significance;

(c) activities in the Antarctic Treaty area
shall be planned and conducted on the
basis of information sufficient to allow
prior assessments of, and informed
judgments about, their possible impacts
on the antarctic environment and de-
pendent and associated ecosystems and
on the value of Antarctica for the con-
duct of scientific research; such judg-
ments shall take full account of:

(i) the scope of the activity, including
its area, duration, and intensity;

(ii) the cumulative impacts of the ac-
tivity, both by itself and in combination
with other activities in the Antarctic
Treaty area;

(iii) whether the activity will detri-
mentally affect any other activity in the
Antarctic Treaty area;

(iv) whether technology and proce-
dures are available to provide for envi-
ronmentally safe operations;

(v) whether there exists the capacity
to monitor key environmental parame-
ters and ecosystem components so as to
identify and provide early warning of
any adverse effects of the activity and to
provide for such modification of oper-
ating procedures as may be necessary in
the light of the results of monitoring or
increased knowledge of the antarctic en-
vironment and dependent and associ-
ated ecosystems; and

(vi) whether there exists the capacity
to respond promptly and effectively to
accidents, particularly those with poten-
tial environmental effects;

(d) regular and effective monitoring
shall take place to allow assessment of
the impacts of ongoing activities, in-
cluding the verification of predicted im-
pacts;

(e) regular and effective monitoring
shall take place to facilitate early detec-
tion of the possible unforeseen effects of
activities carried on both within and out-
side the Antarctic Treaty area on the ant-
arctic environment and dependent and
associated ecosystems.

3. Activities shall be planned and con-
ducted in the Antarctic Treaty area so as
to accord priority to scientific research
and to preserve the value of Antarctica
as an area for the conduct of such re-
search, including research essential to
understanding the global environment.

4. Activities undertaken in the Ant-
arctic Treaty area pursuant to scientific
research programs, tourism, and all other
governmental and nongovernmental ac-
tivities in the Antarctic Treaty area for
which advance notice is required in ac-
cordance with Article VII (5) of the Ant-

arctic Treaty, including associated logistic
support activities, shall:

(a) take place in a manner consistent
with the principles in this Article; and

(b) be modified, suspended, or can-
celed if they result in or threaten to re-
sult in impacts upon the antarctic
environment or dependent or associated
ecosystems inconsistent with those
principles.

Article 4

Relationship with the
other components of the
Antarctic Treaty System

1. This Protocol shall supplement the
Antarctic Treaty and shall neither mod-
ify nor amend that Treaty.

2. Nothing in this Protocol shall der-
ogate from the rights and obligations of
the Parties to this Protocol under the other
international instruments in force within
the Antarctic Treaty system.

Article 5

Consistency with the other components
of the Antarctic Treaty System

The Parties shall consult and cooper-
ate with the Contracting Parties to the
other international instruments in force
within the Antarctic Treaty system and
their respective institutions with a view
to ensuring the achievement of the ob-
jectives and principles of this Protocol
and avoiding any interference with the
achievement of the objectives and prin-
ciples of those instruments or any in-
consistency between the implementation
of those instruments and of this Proto-
col.

Article 6

Cooperation
1. The Parties shall cooperate in the

planning and conduct of activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area. To this end, each
Party shall endeavor to:

(a) promote cooperative programs of
scientific, technical, and educational
value, concerning the protection of the
antarctic environment and dependent
and associated ecosystems;

(b) provide appropriate assistance to
other Parties in the preparation of en-
vironmental impact assessments;

(c) provide to other Parties upon re-
quest information relevant to any po-
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tential environmental risk and assistance
to minimize the effects of accidents which
may damage the antarctic environment
or dependent and associated ecosys-
tems;

(d) consult with other Parties with re-
gard to the choice of sites for prospective
stations and other facilities so as to avoid
the cumulative impacts caused by their
excessive concentration in any location;

(e) where appropriate, undertake joint
expeditions and share the use of stations
and other facilities; and

(f) carry out such steps as may be
agreed upon at Antarctic Treaty Con-
sultative Meetings.

2. Each Party undertakes, to the extent
possible, to share information that may
be helpful to other Parties in planning
and conducting their activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area, with a view to the
protection of the antarctic environment
and dependent and associated ecosys-
tems.

3. The Parties shall cooperate with
those Parties which may exercise juris-
diction in areas adjacent to the Antarctic
Treaty area with a view to ensuring that
activities in the Antarctic Treaty area do
not have adverse environmental im-
pacts on those areas.

Article 7

Prohibition of
mineral-resource activities

Any activity relating to mineral re-
sources, other than scientific research,
shall be prohibited.

Article 8

Environmental impact assessment
1. Proposed activities referred to in

paragraph 2 below shall be subject to the
procedures set out in Annex I for prior
assessment of the impacts of those ac-
tivities on the antarctic environment or
on dependent or associated ecosystems
according to whether those activities are
identified as having:

(a) less than a minor or transitory im-
pact;

(b) a minor or transitory impact; or
(c) more than a minor or transitory

impact.

2. Each Party shall ensure that the as-
sessment procedures set out in Annex I
are applied in the planning processes
leading to decisions about any activities
undertaken in the Antarctic Treaty area
pursuant to scientific research pro-
grams, tourism, and all other govern-

mental and nongovernmental activities
in the Antarctic Treaty area for which
advance notice is required under Article
VII (5) of the Antarctic Treaty, including
associated logistic support activities.

3. The assessment procedures set out
in Annex I shall apply to any change in
an activity whether the change arises from
an increase or decrease in the intensity
of an existing activity, from the addition
of an activity, the decommissioning of a
facility, or otherwise.

4. Where activities are planned jointly
by more than one Party, the Parties in-
volved shall nominate one of their num-
ber to coordinate the implementation of
the environmental impact assessment
procedures set out in Annex I.

Article 9

Annexes
1. The Annexes to this protocol shall

form an integral part thereof.
2. Annexes, additional to Annexes I-

IV, may be adopted and become effec-
tive in accordance with Article IX of the
Antarctic Treaty.

3. Amendments and modifications to
Annexes may be adopted and become
effective in accordance with Article IX of
the Antarctic Treaty, provided that any
Annex may itself make provision for
amendments and modifications to be-
come effective on an accelerated basis.

4. Annexes and any amendments and
modifications thereto which have be-
come effective in accordance with par-
agraphs 2 and 3 above shall, unless an
Annex itself provides otherwise in re-
spect of the entry into effect of any
amendment or modification thereto, be-
come effective for a Contracting Party to
the Antarctic Treaty which is not an Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Party, or which
was not an Antarctic Treaty Consulta-
tive Party at the time of the adoption,
when notice of approval of that Con-
tracting party has been received by the
Depositary.

5. Annexes shall, except to the extent
that an Annex provides otherwise, be
subject to the procedures for dispute set-
tlement set out in Articles 18 to 20.

Article 10

Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meetings

1. Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meet-
ings shall, drawing upon the best sci-
entific and technical advice available:

(a) define, in accordance with the pro-
visions of this Protocol, the general pol-
icy for the comprehensive protection of

the antarctic environment and depen-
dent and associated ecosystems; and

(b) adopt measures under Article IX
of the Antarctic Treaty for the imple-
mentation of this Protocol.

2. Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meet-
ings shall review the work of the Com-
mittee and shall draw fully upon its
advice and recommendations in carry-
ing out the tasks referred to in para-
graph 1 above, as well as upon the advice
of the Scientific Committee on Antarctic
Research.

Article 11

Committee for Environmental
Protection

1. There is hereby established the
Committee for Environmental Protec-
tion.

2. Each Party shall be entitled to be a
member of the Committee and to ap-
point a representative who may be ac-
companied by experts and advisers.

3. Observer status in the Committee
shall be open to any Contracting Party
to the Antarctic Treaty which is not a
Party to this Protocol.

4. The Committee shall invite the
President of the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research and the Chairperson
of the Scientific Committee for the Con-
servation of Antarctic Marine Living Re-
sources to participate as observers at its
sessions. The Committee may also, with
the approval of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting, invite such other
relevant scientific, environmental, and
technical organizations which can con-
tribute to its work to participate as ob-
servers at its sessions.

5. The Committee shall present a re-
port on each of its sessions to the Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Meeting. The
report shall cover all matters considered
at the session and shall reflect the views
expressed. The report shall be circulated
to the Parties and to observers attending
the session, and shall thereupon be made
publicly available.

6. The Committee shall adopt its rules
of procedure which shall be subject to
approval by the Antarctic Treaty Con-
sultative Meeting.

Article 12

Functions of the Committee
1. The functions of the Committee shall

be to provide advice and formulate rec-
ommendations to the Parties in connec-
tion with the implementation of this
Protocol, including the operation of its
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Annexes, for consideration at Antarctic
Treaty Consultative Meetings, and to
perform such other functions as may be
referred to it by the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meetings. In particular, it
shall provide advice on:

(a)the effectiveness of measures taken
pursuant to this Protocol;

(b) the need to update, strengthen, or
otherwise improve such measures;

(c) the need for additional measures,
including the need for additional An-
nexes, where appropriate;

(d) the application and implementa-
tion of the environmental impact as-
sessment procedures set out in Article 8
and Annex I;

(e) means of minimizing or mitigating
environmental impacts of activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area;

(f) procedures for situations requiring
urgent action, including response action
in environmental emergencies;

(g) the operation and further elabo-
ration of the Antarctic Protected Area
system;

(h) inspection procedures, including
formats for inspection reports and
checklists for the conduct of inspections;

(i) the collection, archiving, exchange,
and evaluation of information related to
environmental protection;

(j) the state of the antarctic environ-
ment; and

(k) the need for scientific research, in-
cluding environmental monitoring, re-
lated to the implementation of this
Protocol.

2. In carrying out its functions, the
Committee shall, as appropriate, con-
sult with the Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research, the Scientific Com-
mittee for the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources and other rel-
evant scientific, environmental, and
technical organizations.

Article 13

Compliance with this Protocol
1. Each Party shall take appropriate

measures within its competence, includ-
ing the adoption of laws and regula-
tions, administrative actions, and
enforcement measures, to ensure com-
pliance with this Protocol.

2. Each Party shall exert appropriate
efforts, consistent with the Charter of
the United Nations, to the end that no
one engages in any activity contrary to
this Protocol.

3. Each Party shall notify all other Par-
ties of the measures it takes pursuant to
paragraphs 1 and 2 above.

4. Each Party shall draw the attention
of all other Parties to any activity which
in its opinion affects the implementation

of the objectives and principles of this
Protocol.

5. The Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Meetings shall draw the attention of any
State which is not a Party to this Protocol
to any activity undertaken by that State,
its agencies, instrumentalities, natural
or juridical persons, ships, aircraft, or
other means of transport which affects
the implementation of the objectives and
principles of this Protocol.

Article 14

Inspection
1. In order to promote the protection

of the antarctic environment and depen-
dent and associated ecosystems, and to
ensure compliance with this Protocols the
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties shall
arrange, individually or collectively, for
inspections by observers to be made in
accordance with Article VII of the
Antarctic Treaty.

2. Observers are:

(a) observers designated by any Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Party who shall
be nationals of that Party; and

(b) any observers designated at Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Meetings to
carry out inspections under procedures
to be established by an Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting.

3. Parties shall cooperate fully with
observers undertaking inspections, and
shall ensure that during inspections, ob-
servers are given access to all parts of
stations, installations, equipment, ships,
and aircraft open to inspection under
Article VII (3) of the Antarctic Treaty, as
well as to all records maintained thereon
which are called for pursuant to this
Protocol.

4. Reports of inspections shall be sent
to the Parties whose stations, installa-
tions, equipment, ships, or aircraft are
covered by the reports. After those Par-
ties have been given the opportunity to
comment, the reports and any com-
ments thereon shall be circulated to all
the Parties and to the Committee, con-
sidered at the next Antarctic Treaty Con-
sultative Meeting, and thereafter made
publicly available.

Article 15

Emergency Response Action
1. In order to respond to environmen-

tal emergencies in the Antarctic Treaty
area, each Party agrees to:

(a) provide for prompt and effective
response action to such emergencies
which might arise in the performance of
scientific research programs, tourism, and
all other governmental and nongovern-
mental activities in the Antarctic Treaty
area for which advance notice is re-
quired under Article VII (5) of the Ant-
arctic Treaty, including associated logistic
support activities; and

(b) establish contingency plans for
response to incidents with potential ad-
verse effects on the antarctic environ-
ment or dependent and associated
ecosystems.

2. To this end, the Parties shall:

(a) cooperate in the formulation and
implementation of such contingency
plans; and

(b) establish procedures for immedi-
ate notification of, and cooperative re-
sponse to, environmental emergencies.

3. In the implementation of this Ar-
ticle, the Parties shall draw upon the ad-
vice of the appropriate international
organizations.

Article 16

Liability
Consistent with the objectives of this

Protocol for the comprehensive protec-
tion of the antarctic environment and
dependent and associated ecosystems,
the Parties undertake to elaborate rules
and procedures relating to liability for
damage arising from activities taking
place in the Antarctic Treaty area and
covered by this Protocol. Those rules and
procedures shall be included in one or
more Annexes to be adopted in accor-
dance with Article 9 (2).

Article 17

Annual Report by Parties
1. Each Party shall report annually on

the steps taken to implement this Pro-
tocol. Such reports shall include notifi-
cations made in accordance with Article
13 (3), contingency plans established in
accordance with Article 15 and any other
notifications and information called for
pursuant to this Protocol for which there
is no other provision concerning the cir-
culation and exchange of information.

2. Reports made in accordance with
paragraph 1 above shall be circulated to
all Parties and to the Committee, con-
sidered at the next Antarctic Treaty Con-
sultative Meeting, and made publicly
available.
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Article 18

Dispute Settlement
If a dispute arises concerning the

interpretation or application of this Pro-
tocol, the parties to the dispute shall, at
the request of any one of them, consult
among themselves as soon as possible
with a view to having the dispute re-
solved by negotiation, inquiry, media-
tion, conciliation, arbitration, judicial
settlement, or other peaceful means to
which the parties to the dispute agree.

Article 19

Choice of Dispute
Settlement Procedure

1. Each Party, when signing, ratify-
ing, accepting, approving, or acceding
to this Protocol, or at any time thereaf-
ter, may choose, by written declaration,
one or both of the following means for
the settlement of disputes concerning the
interpretation of application of Articles
7, 8, and 15 and, except to the extent
that an Annex provides otherwise, the
provisions of any Annex and, insofar as
it relates to these Articles and provi-
sions, Article 13:

(a) the International Court of Justice;
(b) the Arbitral Tribunal.

2. A declaration made under para-
graph 1 above shall not affect the op-
eration of Article 18 and Article 20 (2).

3. A Party which has not made a dec-
laration under paragraph 1 above or in
respect of which a declaration is no longer
in force shall be deemed to have ac-
cepted the competence of the Arbitral
Tribunal.

4. If the parties to a dispute have ac-
cepted the same means for the settle-
ment of a dispute, the dispute may be
submitted only to that procedure, unless
the parties otherwise agree.

5. If the parties to a dispute have not
accepted the same means for the settle-
ment of a dispute, or if they have both
accepted both means, the dispute may
be submitted only to the Arbitral Tri-
bunal, unless the parties otherwise agree.

6. A declaration made under para-
graph 1 above shall remain in force until
it expires in accordance with its terms or
until 3 months after written notice of
revocation has been deposited with the
Depositary.

7. A new declaration, a notice of re-
vocation, or the expiry of a declaration
shall not in any way affect proceedings
pending before the International Court
of Justice or the Arbitral Tribunal, unless
the parties to the dispute otherwise agree.

8. Declarations and notices referred to
in this Article shall be deposited with
the Depositary who shall transmit cop-
ies thereof to all Parties.

Article 20

Dispute Settlement Procedure
1. If the parties to a dispute concern-

ing the interpretation or application of
Articles 7, 8, or 15 or, except to the extent
that an Annex provides otherwise, the
provisions of any Annex or, insofar as
it relates to these Articles and provi-
sions, Article 13, have not agreed on a
means for resolving it within 12 months
of the request for consultation pursuant
to Article 18, the dispute shall be re-
ferred, at the request of any party to the
dispute, for settlement in accordance with
the procedure determined by Article 19
(4) and (5).

2. The Arbitral Tribunal shall not be
competent to decide or rule upon any
matter within the scope of Article IV of
the Antarctic Treaty. In addition, noth-
ing in this Protocol shall be interpreted
as conferring competence or jurisdiction
on the International Court of Justice or
any other tribunal established for the
purpose of settling disputes between
Parties to decide or otherwise rule upon
any matter within the scope of Article
IV of the Antarctic Treaty.

Article 21

Signature
This Protocol shall be open for sig-

nature at Madrid on 4 October 1991 and
thereafter at Washington until 3 October
1992 by any State which is a Contracting
Party to the Antarctic Treaty.

Article 22

Ratification, Acceptance,
Approval, or Accession

1. This Protocol is subject to ratifica-
tion, acceptance, or approval by signa-
tory States.

2. After 3 October 1992 this Protocol
shall be open for accession by any State
which is a Contracting Party to the Ant-
arctic Treaty.

3. Instruments of ratification, accep-
tance, approval, or accession shall be de-
posited with the Government of the
United States of America, hereby des-
ignated as the Depositary.

4. After the date on which this Pro-
tocol has entered into force, the Antarc-
tic Treaty Consultative Parties shall not

act upon a notification regarding the en-
titlement of a Contracting Party to the
Antarctic Treaty to appoint representa-
tives to participate in Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meetings in accordance with
Article IX (2) of the Antarctic Treaty un-
less that Contracting Party has first ra-
tified, accepted, approved, or acceded
to this Protocol.

Article 23

Entry-into-Force
1. This Protocol shall enter into force

on the thirtieth day following the date
of deposit of instruments of ratification,
acceptance, approval, or accession by all
States which are Antarctic Treaty Con-
sultative Parties at the date on which
this Protocol is adopted.

2. For each Contracting Party to the
Antarctic Treaty which, subsequent to
the date of entry-into-force of this Pro-
tocol, deposits an instrument of ratifi-
cation, acceptance, approval, or
accession, this Protocol shall enter into
force on the thirtieth day following such
deposit.

Article 24

Reservations
Reservations to this Protocol shall not

be permitted.

Article 25

Modification or Amendment
1. Without prejudice to the provisions

of Article 9, this Protocol may be mod-
ified or amended at any time in accor-
dance with the procedures set forth in
Article XII (1) (a) and (b) of the Antarctic
Treaty.

2. If, after the expiration of 50 years
from the date of entry-into-force of this
Protocol, any of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties so requests by a
communication addressed to the De-
positary, a conference shall be held as
soon as practicable to review the oper-
ation of this Protocol.

3. A modification or amendment pro-
posed at any Review Conference called
pursuant to paragraph 2 above shall be
adopted by a majority of the Parties, in-
cluding three-fourths of the States which
are Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties
at the time of adoption of this Protocol.

4. A modification or amendment
adopted pursuant to paragraph 3 above
shall enter into force upon ratification,
acceptance, approval, or accession by
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three-fourths of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties, including ratifica-
tion, acceptance, approval, or accession
by all States which are Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Parties at the time of adop-
tion of this Protocol.

5. (a) With respect to Article 7, the
prohibition on antarctic mineral-re-
source activities contained therein shall
continue unless there is in force a bind-
ing legal regime on antarctic mineral-re-
source activities that includes an agreed
means for determining whether, and, if
so, under which conditions, any such
activities would be acceptable. This re-
gime shall fully safeguard the interests
of all States referred to in Article IV of
the Antarctic Treaty and apply the prin-
ciples thereof. Therefore, if a modifica-
tion or amendment to Article 7 is
proposed at a Review Conference re-
ferred to in paragraph 2 above, it shall
include such a binding legal regime. (b)
If any such modification or amendment
has not entered into force within 3 years
of the date of its adoption, any Party
may at any time thereafter notify to the
Depositary of its withdrawal from this
Protocol, and such withdrawal shall take
effect 2 years after receipt of the notifi-
cation by the Depositary.

Article 26

Notifications by the Depositary
The Depositary shall notify all Con-

tracting Parties to the Antarctic Treaty
of the following:

(a) signatures of this Protocol and the
deposit of instruments of ratification, ac-
ceptance, approval, or accession;

(b) the date of entry-into-force of this
Protocol and any additional Annex
thereto;

(c) the date of entry-into-force of any
amendment or modification to this Pro-
tocol;

(d) the deposit of declarations and no-
tices pursuant to Article 19; and

(e) any notification received pursuant
to Article 25 (5) (b)

Article 27

Authentic Texts
and Registration
with the United Nations

1. This Protocol, done in the English,
French, Russian, and Spanish lan-
guages, each version being equally au-
thentic, shall be deposited in the archives
of the Government of the United States
of America, which shall transmit duly
certified copies thereof to all Contracting
Parties to the Antarctic Treaty.

2. This Protocol shall be registered by
the Depositary pursuant to Article 102
of the Charter of the United Nations.

Schedule to the Protocol
Arbitration

Article 1
1. The Arbitral Tribunal shall be con-

stituted and shall function in accordance
with the Protocol, including this Sched-
ule.

2. The Secretary referred to in this
Schedule is the Secretary General of the
Permanent Court of Arbitration.

Article 2
1. Each Party shall be entitled to des-

ignate up to three Arbitrators, at least
one of whom shall be designated within
3 months of the entry-into-force of the
Protocol for that Party. Each Arbitrator
shall be experienced in antarctic affairs,
have thorough knowledge of interna-
tional law, and enjoy the highest repu-
tation for fairness, competence, and
integrity. The names of the persons so
designated shall constitute the list of Ar-
bitrators. Each Party shall at all times
maintain the name of at least one Ar-
bitrator on the list.

2. Subject to paragraph 3 below, an
Arbitrator designated by a Party shall
remain on the list for a period of 5 years
and shall be eligible for redesignation by
that Party for additional 5-year periods.

3. A Party which designated an Ar-
bitrator may withdraw the name of that
Arbitrator from the list. If an Arbitrator
dies or if a Party for any reason with-
draws from the list the name of an Ar-
bitrator designated by it, the Party which
designated the Arbitrator in question shall
notify the Secretary promptly. An Ar-
bitrator whose name is withdrawn from
the list shall continue to serve on any
Arbitral Tribunal to which that Arbitra-
tor has been appointed until the com-
pletion of proceedings before the Arbitral
Tribunal.

4. The Secretary shall ensure that an
up-to-date list is maintained of the Ar-
bitrators designated pursuant to this Ar-
ticle.

Article 3
1. The Arbitral Tribunal shall be com-

posed of three Arbitrators who shall be
appointed as follows:

(a) The party to the dispute com-
mencing the proceedings shall appoint
one Arbitrator, who may be its national,
from the list referred to in Article 2. This
appointment shall be included in the no-
tification referred to in Article 4.

(b)Within 40 days of the receipt of that
notification, the other party to the dis-

pute shall appoint the second Arbitra-
tor, who may be its national, from the
list referred to in Article 2.

(c)Within 60 days of the appointment
of the second Arbitrator, the parties to
the dispute shall appoint by agreement
the third Arbitrator from the list referred
to in Article 2. The third Arbitrator shall
not be either a national of a party to the
dispute, or a person designated for the
list referred to in Article 2 by a party to
the dispute, or of the same nationality
as either of the first two Arbitrators. The
third Arbitrator shall be the Chairperson
of the Arbitral Tribunal.

(d) If the second Arbitrator has not
been appointed within the prescribed
period, or if the parties to the dispute
have not reached agreement within the
prescribed period on the appointment of
the third Arbitrator, the Arbitrator or
Arbitrators shall be appointed, at the re-
quest of any party to the dispute and
within 30 days of the receipt of such re-
quest, by the President of the Interna-
tional Court of Justice from the list
referred to in Article 2 and subject to the
conditions prescribed in subparagraphs
(b) and (c) above. In performing the
functions accorded him or her in this
subparagraph, the President of the Court
shall consult the parties to the dispute.

(e)If the President of the International
Court of Justice is unable to perform the
functions accorded him or her in sub-
paragraph (d) above or is a national of
a party to the dispute, the functions shall
be performed by the Vice-President of
the Court, except that if the Vice-Presi-
dent is unable to perform the functions
or is a national of a party to the dispute
the functions shall be performed by the
next most senior member of the Court
who is available and is not a national of
a party to the dispute.

2. Any vacancy shall be filled in the
manner prescribed for the initial ap-
pointment.

3. In any dispute involving more than
two Parties, those Parties having the same
interest shall appoint one Arbitrator by
agreement within the period specified in
paragraph 1 (b) above.

Article 4
The party to the dispute commencing

proceedings shall so notify the other party
or parties to the dispute and the Secre-
tary in writing. Such notification shall
include a statement of the claim and the
grounds on which it is based. The no-
tification shall be transmitted by the Sec-
retary to all Parties.

Article 5
1. Unless the parties to the dispute

agree otherwise, arbitration shall take
place at The Hague, where the records
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of the Arbitral Tribunal shall be kept.
The Arbitral Tribunal shall adopt its own
rules of procedure. Such rules shall en-
sure that each party to the dispute has
a full opportunity to be heard and to
present its case and shall also ensure
that the proceedings are conducted ex-
peditiously.

2. The Arbitral Tribunal may hear and
decide counterclaims arising out of the
dispute.

Article 6
1. The Arbitral Tribunal, where it con-

siders that prima facie it has jurisdiction
under the Protocol, may:

(a) at the request of any party to a
dispute, indicate such provisional mea-
sures as it considers necessary to pre-
serve the respective rights of the parties
to the dispute;

(b) prescribe any provisional mea-
sures which it considers appropriate un-
der the circumstances to prevent serious
harm to the antarctic environment or de-
pendent or associated ecosystems.

2. The parties to the dispute shall com-
ply promptly with any provisional mea-
sures prescribed under paragraph 1 (b)
above pending an award under Article
10.

3. Notwithstanding the time period in
Article 20 of the Protocol, a party to a
dispute may at any time, by notification
to the other party or parties to the dis-
pute and to the Secretary in accordance
with Article 4, request that the Arbitral
Tribunal be constituted as a matter of
exceptional urgency to indicate or pre-
scribe emergency provisional measures
in accordance with this Article. In such
case, the Arbitral Tribunal shall be con-
stituted as soon as possible in accor-
dance with Article 3, except that the time
periods in Article 3 (1) (b), (c), and (d)
shall be reduced to 14 days in each case.
The Arbitral Tribunal shall decide upon
the request for emergency provisional
measures within two months of the ap-
pointment of its Chairperson.

4. Following a decision by the Arbitral
Tribunal upon a request for emergency
provisional measures in accordance with
paragraph 3 above, settlement of the
dispute shall proceed in accordance with
Article 18, 19, and 20 of the Protocol.

Article 7
Any Party which believes it has a legal

interest, whether general or individual,
which may be substantially affected by
the award of an Arbitral Tribunal, may,
unless the Arbitral Tribunal decides oth-
erwise, intervene in the proceedings.

Article 8
The parties to the dispute shall facil-

itate the work of the Arbitral Tribunal

and, in particular, in accordance with
their law and using all means at their
disposal, shall provide it with all rele-
vant documents and information, and
enable it, when necessary, to call wit-
nesses or experts and receive their evi-
dence.

Article 9
If one of the parties to the dispute does

not appear before the Arbitral Tribunal
or fails to defend its case, any other party
to the dispute may request the Arbitral
Tribunal to continue the proceedings and
make its award.

Article 10
1. The Arbitral Tribunal shall, on the

basis of the provisions of the Protocol
and other applicable rules and principles
of international law that are not incom-
patible with such provisions, decide such
disputes as are submitted to it.

2. The Arbitral Tribunal may decide,
ex aequo et bono, a dispute submitted to
it, if the parties to the dispute so agree.

Article 11
1. Before making its award, the Ar-

bitral Tribunal shall satisfy itself that it
has competence in respect of the dispute
and that the claim or counterclaim is well
founded in fact and law.

2. The award shall be accompanied by
a statement of reasons for the decision
and shall be communicated to the Sec-
retary who shall transmit it to all Parties.

3. The award shall be final and bind-
ing on the parties to the dispute and on
any Party which intervened in the pro-
ceedings and shall be complied with
without delay. The Arbitral Tribunal shall
interpret the award at the request of a
party to the dispute or of any interven-
ing Party.

4. The award shall have no binding
force except in respect of that particular
case.

5. Unless the Arbitral Tribunal decides
otherwise, the expenses of the Arbitral
Tribunal, including the remuneration of
the Arbitrators, shall be borne by the
parties to the dispute in equal shares.

Article 12
All decisions of the Arbitral Tribunal,

including those referred to in Articles 5,
6, and 11, shall be made by a majority
of the Arbitrators who may not abstain
from voting.

Article 13
This Schedule may be amended or

modified by a measure adopted in ac-
cordance with Article IX (1) of the Ant-
arctic Treaty. Unless the measure specifies

otherwise, the amendment or modifi-
cation shall be deemed to have been ap-
proved, and shall become effective, 1 year
after the close of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting at which it was
adopted, unless one or more of the Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Parties noti-
fies the Depositary, within that time
period, that it wishes an extension of
that period or that it is unable to approve
the measure.

2. Any amendment or modification of
this Schedule which becomes effective
in accordance with paragraph I above
shall thereafter become effective as to
any other Party when notice of approval
by it has been received by the Deposi-
tary.

Annex I to the Protocol
on Environmental
Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty—

Environmental Impact
Assessment

Article 1

Preliminary Stage
1. The environmental impacts of pro-

posed activities referred to in Article 8
of the Protocol shall, before their com-
mencement, be considered in accor-
dance with appropriate national
procedures.

2. If an activity is determined as hav-
ing less than a minor or transitory im-
pact, the activity may proceed forthwith.

Article 2

Initial Environmental Evaluation
1. Unless it has been determined that

an activity will have less than a minor
or transitory impact, or unless a Com-
prehensive Environmental Evaluation is
being prepared in accordance with Ar-
ticle 3, an Initial Environmental Evalu-
ation shall be prepared. It shall contain
sufficient detail to assess whether a pro-
posed activity may have more than a
minor or transitory impact and shall in-
clude:

(a) a description of the proposed ac-
tivity, including its purpose, location,
duration, and intensity; and

(b) consideration of alternatives to the
proposed activity and any impacts that
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the activity may have, including consid-
eration of cumulative impacts in the light
of existing and known planned activi-
ties.

2. If an Initial Environmental Evalu-
ation indicates that a proposed activity
is likely to have no more than a minor
or transitory impact, the activity may
proceed, provided that appropriate pro-
cedures, which may include monitor-
ing, are put in place to assess and verify
the impact of the activity.

Article 3

Comprehensive Environmental
Evaluation

1. If an Initial Environmental Evalu-
ation indicates or if it is otherwise de-
termined that a proposed activity is likely
to have more than a minor or transitory
impact, a Comprehensive Environmen-
tal Evaluation shall be prepared.

2. A Comprehensive Environmental
Evaluation shall include:

(a) a description of the proposed ac-
tivity including its purpose, location,
duration, and intensity, and possible al-
ternatives to the activity, including the
alternative of not proceeding, and the
consequences of those alternatives;

(b) a description of the initial environ-
mental reference state with which pre-
dicted changes are to be compared and
a prediction of the future environmental
reference state in the absence of the pro-
posed activity;

(c) a description of the methods and
data used to forecast the impacts of the
proposed activity;

(d) estimation of the nature, extent,
duration, and intensity of the likely di-
rect impacts of the proposed activity;

(e) consideration of possible indirect
or second order impacts of the proposed
activity;

(f) consideration of cumulative im-
pacts of the proposed activity in the light
of existing activities and other known
planned activities;

(g) identification of measures, includ-
ing monitoring programs, that could be
taken to minimize or mitigate impacts of
the proposed activity and to detect un-
foreseen impacts and that could provide
early warning of any adverse effects of
the activity as well as to deal promptly
and effectively with accidents;

(h) idennfication of unavoidable im-
pacts of the proposed activity;

(i) consideration of the effects of the
proposed activity on the conduct of sci-
entific research and on other existing uses
and values;

(j) an identification of gaps in knowl-
edge and uncertainties encountered in

compiling the information required un-
der this paragraph;

(k) a nontechnical summary of the in-
formation provided under this para-
graph; and

(1) the name and address of the person
or organization which prepared the
Comprehensive Environmental Evalua-
tion and the address to which comments
thereon should be directed.

3. The draft Comprehensive Environ-
mental Evaluation shall be made pub-
licly available and shall be circulated to
all Parties, which shall also make it pub-
licly available, for comment. A period of
90 days shall be allowed for the receipt
of comments.

4. The draft Comprehensive Environ-
mental Evaluation shall be forwarded to
the Committee at the same time as it is
circulated to the Parties, and at least 120
days before the next Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting, for consideration
as appropriate.

5. No final decision shall be taken to
proceed with the proposed activity in
the Antarctic Treaty area unless there
has been an opportunity for considera-
tion of the draft Comprehensive Envi-
ronmental Evaluation by the Antarctic
Treaty Consultative Meeting on the ad-
vice of the Committee, provided that no
decision to proceed with a proposed ac-
tivity shall be delayed through the op-
eration of this paragraph for longer than
15 months from the date of circulation
of the draft Comprehensive Environ-
mental Evaluation.

6. A final Comprehensive Environ-
mental Evaluation shall address and shall
include or summarize comments re-
ceived on the draft Comprehensive En-
vironmental Evaluation. The final
Comprehensive Environmental Evalua-
tion, notice of any decisions relating
thereto, and any evaluation of the sig-
nificance of the predicted impacts in re-
lation to the advantages of the proposed
activity, shall be circulated to all Parties,
which shall also make them publicly
available, at least 60 days before the
commencement of the proposed activity
in the Antarctic Treaty area.

Article 4

Decisions To Be Based on
Comprehensive
Environmental Evaluations

Any decision on whether a proposed
activity, to which Article 3 applies, should
proceed, and, if so, whether in its orig-
inal or in a modified form, shall be based
on the Comprehensive Environmental
Evaluation as well as other relevant con-
siderations.

Article 5

Monitoring
1. Procedures shall be put in place,

including appropriate monitoring of key
environmental indicators, to assess and
verify the impact of any activity that pro-
ceeds following the completion of a
Comprehensive Environmental Evalua-
tion.

2. The procedures referred to in par-
agraph 1 above and in Article 2 (2) shall
be designed to provide a regular and
verifiable record of the impacts of the
activity in order, inter alia, to:

(a) enable assessments to be math
the extent to which such impacts
consistent with the Protocol; and

(b) provide information useful
minimizing or mitigating impacts, a
where appropriate, information on
need for suspension, cancellation,
modification of the activity.

Article 6

Circulation of Information
1. The following information shall be

circulated to the Parties, forwarded to
the Committee and made publicly avail-
able:

(a) a description of the procedures re-
ferred to in Article 1;

(b) an annual list of any Initial Envi-
ronmental Evaluations prepared in ac-
cordance with Article 2 and any decisions
taken in consequence thereof;

(c) significant information obtained,
and any action taken in consequence
thereof, from procedures put in place in
accordance with Articles 2 (2) and 5; and

(d) information referred to in Article
3(6).

2. Any Initial Environmental Evalua-
tion prepared in accordance with Article
2 shall be made available on request.

Article 7

Cases of Emergency
1. This Annex shall not apply in cases

of emergency relating to the safety of
human life or of ships, aircraft, or equip-
ment and facilities of high value, or the
protection of the environment, which
require an activity to be undertaken
without completion of the procedures
set out in this Annex.

2. Notice of activities undertaken in
cases of emergency, which would oth-
erwise have required preparation of a
Comprehensive Environmental Evalua-
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tion, shall be circulated immediately to
all Parties and to the Committee and a
full explanation of the activities carried
out shall be provided within 90 days of
those activities.

Article 8

Amendment or Modification
1. This Annex may be amended or

modified by a measure adopted in ac-
cordance with Article IX (1) of the Ant-
arctic Treaty. Unless the measure specifies
otherwise, the amendment or modifi-
cation shall be deemed to have been ap-
proved, and shall become effective, 1 year
after the close of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting at which it was
adopted, unless one or more of the Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Parties noti-
fies the Depositary, within that period,
that it wishes an extension of that period
or that it is unable to approve the mea-
sure.

2. Any amendment or modification of
this Annex which becomes effective in
accordance with paragraph 1 above shall
thereafter become effective as to any other
Party when notice of approval by it has
been received by the Depositary.

Annex II to the Protocol
on Environmental
Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty

Conservation of Antarctic
Fauna and Flora

Article 1

Definitions
For the purpose of this Annex:

(a) "native mammal" means any
member of any species belonging to the
Class Mammalia, indigenous to the Ant-
arctic Treaty area or occurring there sea-
sonally through natural migrations;

(b) "native bird" means any member,
at any stage of its life cycle (including
eggs), of any species of the Class Ayes
indigenous to the Antarctic Treaty area
or occurring there seasonally through
natural migrations;

(c) "native plant" means any terres-
trial or freshwater vegetation, including
bryophytes, lichens, fungi, and algae, at
any state of its life cycle (including seeds,

and other propagules), indigenous to the
Antarctic Treaty area;

(d) "native invertebrate" means any
terrestrial or freshwater invertebrate, at
any stage of its life cycle, indigenous to
the Antarctic Treaty area;

(e) "appropriate authority" means any
person or agency authorized by a Party
to issue permits under this Annex;

(f) "permit" means a formal permis-
sion in writing issued by an appropriate
authority;

(g) "take" or "taking" means to kill,
injure, capture, handle, or molest, a na-
tive mammal or bird, or to remove or
damage such quantities of native plants
that their local distribution or abun-
dance would be significantly affected;

(h) "harmful interference" means:

(i)flying or landing helicopters or other
aircraft in a manner that disturbs con-
centrations of birds and seals;

(ii)using vehicles or vessels, including
hovercraft and small boats, in a manner
that disturbs concentrations of birds and
seals;

(iii) using explosives or firearms in a
manner that disturbs concentrations of
birds and seals;

(iv) willfully disturbing breeding or
moulting birds or concentrations of birds
and seals by persons on foot;

(v) significantly damaging concentra-
tions of native terrestrial plants by land-
ing aircraft, driving vehicles, or walking
on them, or by other means; and

(vi)any activity that results in the sig-
nificant adverse modification of habitats
of any species or population of native
mammal, bird, plant, or invertebrate.

(i) "International Convention for the
Regulation of Whaling" means the Con-
vention done at Washington on 2 De-
cember 1946.

Article 2

Cases of Emergency
1. This Annex shall not apply in cases

of emergency relating to the safety of
human life or of ships, aircraft, or equip-
ment and facilities of high value, or the
protection of the environment.

2. Notice of activities undertaken in
cases of emergency shall be circulated
immediately to all Parties and to the
Committee.

Article 3

Protection of Native
Fauna and Flora

1. Taking or harmful interference shall
be prohibited, except in accordance with
a permit.

2. Such permits shall specify the au-
thorized activity, including when, where,
and by whom it is to be conducted and
shall be issued only in the following cir-
cumstances:

(a) to provide specimens for scientific
study or scientific information;

(b) to provide specimens for mu-
seums, herbaria, zoological and botan-
ical gardens, or other educational or
cultural institutions or uses; and

(c) to provide for unavoidable conse-
quences of scientific activities not oth-
erwise authorized under subparagraphs
(a) or (b) above, or of the construction
and operation of scientific support fa-
cilities.

3. The issue of such permits shall be
limited so as to ensure that:

(a) no more native mammals, birds,
or plants are taken than are strictly nec-
essary to meet the purposes set forth in
paragraph 2 above;

(b) only small numbers of native
mammals or birds are killed and in no
case more native mammals or birds are
killed from local populations than can,
in combination with other permitted
takings, normally be replaced by natural
reproduction in the following season; and

(c) the diversity of species, as well as
the habitats essential to their existence,
and the balance of the ecological systems
existing within the Antarctic Treaty area
are maintained.

4. Any species of native mammals,
birds, and plants listed in Appendix A*
to this Annex shall be designated "Spe-
cially Protected Species," and shall be
accorded special protection by the Par-
ties.

5. A permit shall not be issued to take
a Specially Protected Species unless the
taking:

(a) is for a compelling scientific pur-
pose;

(b) will not jeopardize the survival or
recovery of that species or local popu-
lation; and

(c) uses nonlethal techniques where
appropriate.

6. All taking of native mammals and
birds shall be done in the manner that
involves the least degree of pain and suf-
fering practicable.

*The appendixes were not available for inclusion
here.
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Article 4

Introduction of Nonnative
Species, Parasites,
and Diseases

1. No species of animal or plant not
native to the Antarctic Treaty area shall
be introduced onto land or ice shelves,
or into water in the Antarctic Treaty area
except in accordance with a permit.

2. Dogs shall not be introduced onto
land or ice shelves and dogs currently
in those areas shall be removed by 1 April
1994.

3. Permits under paragraph 1 above
shall be issued to allow the importation
only of the animals and plants listed in
Appendix B to this Annex and shall
specify the species, numbers, and, if ap-
propriate, age and sex and precautions
to be taken to prevent escape or contact
with native fauna and flora.

4. Any plant or animal for which a
permit has been issued in accordance
with paragraphs 1 and 3 above, shall,
prior to expiration of the permit, be re-
moved from the Antarctic Treaty area or
be disposed of by incineration or equally
effective means that eliminates risk to
native fauna or flora. The permit shall
specify this obligation. Any other plant
or animal introduced into the Antarctic
Treaty area not native to that area, in-
cluding any progeny, shall be removed
or disposed of, by incineration or by
equally effective means, so as to be ren-
dered sterile, unless it is determined that
they pose no risk to native flora or fauna.

5. Nothing in this Article shall apply
to the importation of food into the Ant-
arctic Treaty area provided that no live
animals are imported for this purpose
and all plants and animal parts and
products are kept under carefully con-
trolled conditions and disposed of in ac-
cordance with Annex III to the Protocol
and Appendix C to this Annex.

6. Each Party shall require that pre-
cautions, including those listed in Ap-
pendix C to this Annex, be taken to
prevent the introduction of microorgan-
isms (e.g., viruses, bacteria, parasites,
yeasts, fungi) not present in the native
fauna and flora.

Article 5

Information
Each Party shall prepare and make

available information setting forth, in
particular, prohibited activities and pro-
viding lists of Specially Protected Spe-
cies and relevant Protected Areas to all
those persons present in or intending to
enter the Antarctic Treaty area with a
view to ensuring that such persons un-
derstand and observe the provisions of
this Annex.

Article 6

Exchange of Information
1. The Parties shall make arrange-

ments for:

(a) collecting and exchanging records
(including records of permits) and sta-
tistics concerning the numbers or quan-
tities of each species of native mammal,
bird, or plant taken annually in the Ant-
arctic Treaty area;

(b) obtaining and exchanging infor-
mation as to the status of native mam-
mals, birds, plants, and invertebrates in
the Antarctic Treaty area, and the extent
to which any species or population needs
protection;

(c) establishing a common form in
which this information shall be submit-
ted by Parties in accordance with para-
graph 2 below.

2. Each Party shall inform the other
Parties as well as the Committee before
the end of November of each year of any
step taken pursuant to paragraph 1 above
and of the number and nature of permits
issued under this Annex in the preced-
ing period of 1 July to 30 June.

Article 7

Relationship with
Other Agreements
Outside the Antarctic
Treaty System

Nothing in this Annex shall derogate
from the rights and obligations of Parties
under the International Convention for
the Regulation of Whaling.

Article 8

Review
The Parties shall keep under contin-

uing review measures for the conser-
vation of antarctic fauna and flora, taking
into account any recommendations from
the Committee.

Article 9

Amendment or Modification
1. This Annex may be amended or

modified by a measure adopted in ac-
cordance with Article IX (1) of the Ant-
arctic Treaty. Unless the measure specifies
otherwise, the amendment or modifi-
cation shall be deemed to have been ap-
proved, and shall become effective, 1 year
after the close of the Antarctic Treaty

Consultative Meeting at which it was
adopted, unless one or more of the Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Parties noti-
fies the Depositary, within that time
period, that it wishes an extension of
that period or that it is unable to approve
the measure.

2. Any amendment or modification of
this Annex which becomes effective in
accordance with paragraph 1 above shall
thereafter become effective as to any other
Party when notice of approval by it has
been received by the Depositary.

Annex Ill to the Protocol
on Environmental
Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty

Waste Disposal and Waste
Management

Article 1

General Obligations
1. This Annex shall apply to activities

undertaken in the Antarctic Treaty area
pursuant to scientific research pro-
grams, tourism, and all other govern-
mental and nongovernmental activities
in the Antarctic Treaty area for which
advance notice is required under Article
VII (5) of the Antarctic Treaty, including
associated logistic support activities.

2. The amount of wastes produced or
disposed of in the Antarctic Treaty area
shall be reduced as far as practicable so
as to minimize impact on the antarctic
environment and to minimize interfer-
ence with the natural values of Antarc-
tica, with scientific research and with
other uses of Antarctica which are con-
sistent with the Antarctic Treaty.

3. Waste storage, disposal, and re-
moval from the Antarctic Treaty area, as
well as recycling and source reduction,
shall be essential considerations in the
planning and conduct of activities in the
Antarctic Treaty area.

4. Wastes removed from the Antarctic
Treaty area shall, to the maximum extent
practicable, be returned to the country
from which the activities generating the
waste were organized or to any other
country in which arrangements have
been made for the disposal of such wastes
in accordance with relevant interna -
tional agreements.

5. Past and present waste disposal sites
on land and abandoned work sites of
antarctic activities shall be cleaned up by
the generator of such wastes and the
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user of such sites. This obligation shall
not be interpreted as requiring:

(a) the removal of any structure des-
ignated as a historic site or monument;
or

(b) the removal of any structure or
waste material in circumstances where
the removal by any practical option would
result in greater adverse environmental
impact than leaving the structure or waste
material in its existing location.

Article 2

Waste Disposal by Removal
from the Antarctic Treaty Area

1. The following wastes, if generated
after entry-into-force of this Annex, shall
be removed from the Antarctic Treaty
area by the generator of such wastes:

(a) radioactive materials;
(b) electrical batteries;
(c) fuel, both liquid and solid;
(d) wastes containing harmful levels

of heavy metals or acutely toxic or harm-
ful persistent compounds;

(e) polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyu-
rethane foam, polystyrene foam, rubber
and lubricating oils, treated timbers, and
other products which contain additives
that could produce harmful emissions if
incinerated;

(f)all other plastic wastes, except low-
density polyethylene containers (such
as bags for storing wastes), provided that
such containers shall be incinerated in
accordance with Article 3 (1);

(g) fuel drums; and
(h) other solid, noncombustible wastes;

provided that the obligation to remove
drums and solid noncombustible wastes
contained in subparagraphs (g) and (h)
shall not apply in circumstances where
the removal of such wastes by any prac-
tical option would result in greater ad-
verse environmental impact than leaving
them in their existing locations.

2. Liquid wastes which are not cov-
ered by paragraph I above and sewage
and domestic liquid wastes, shall, to the
maximum extent practicable, be re-
moved from the Antarctic Treaty area by
the generator of such wastes.

3. The following wastes shall be re-
moved from the Antarctic Treaty area by
the generator of such wastes, unless in-
cinerated, autoclaved, or otherwise
treated to be made sterile:

(a) residues of carcasses of imported
animals;

(b) laboratory culture of microorgan-
isms and plant pathogens; and

(c) introduced avian products.

Article 3

Waste Disposal by Incineration
1. Subject to paragraph 2 below, com-

bustible wastes, other than those re-
ferred to in Article 2 (1), which are not
removed from the Antarctic Treaty area
shall be burnt in incinerators which to
the maximum extent practicable reduce
harmful emissions. Any emission stan-
dards and equipment guidelines which
may be recommended by, inter alia, the
Committee and the Scientific Committee
on Antarctic Research shall be taken into
account. The solid residue of such in-
cineration shall be removed from the
Antarctic Treaty area.

2. All open burning of wastes shall be
phased out as soon as practicable, but
no later than the end of the 1998-1999
season. Pending the completion of such
phase-out, when it is necessary to dis-
pose of wastes by open burning, allow-
ance shall be made for the wind direction
and speed and the type of wastes to be
burnt to limit particulate deposition and
to avoid such deposition over areas of
special biological, scientific, historic,
aesthetic, or wilderness significance in-
cluding, in particular, areas accorded
protection under the Antarctic Treaty.

Article 4

Other Waste Disposal on Land
1. Wastes not removed or disposed of

in accordance with Articles 2 and 3 shall
not be disposed of onto ice-free areas or
into fresh water systems.

2. Sewage, domestic liquid wastes, and
other liquid wastes not removed from
the Antarctic Treaty area in accordance
with Article 2, shall, to the maximum
extent practicable, not be disposed of onto
sea ice, ice shelves, or the grounded ice-
sheet, provided that such wastes which
are generated by stations located inland
on ice shelves or on the grounded ice-
sheet may be disposed of in deep ice pits
where such disposal is the only practic-
able option. Such pits shall not be lo-
cated on known ice-flow lines which
terminate at ice-free areas or in areas of
high ablation.

3. Wastes generated at field camps
shall, to the maximum extent practica-
ble, be removed by the generator of such
wastes to supporting stations or ships
for disposal in accordance with this An-
nex.

Article 5

Disposal of Waste in the Sea
1. Sewage and domestic liquid wastes

may be discharged directly into the sea,

taking into account the assimilative ca-
pacity of the receiving marine environ-
ment and provided that:

(a) such discharge is located, wher-
ever practicable, where conditions exist
for initial dilution and rapid dispersal;
and

(b) large quantities of such wastes
(generated in a station where the aver-
age weekly occupancy over the austral
summer is approximately 30 individuals
or more) shall be treated at least by ma-
ceration.

2. The by-product of sewage treat-
ment by the Rotary Biological Contacter
process or similar processes may be dis-
posed of into the sea provided that such
disposal does not adversely affect the
local environment, and provided also that
any such disposal at sea shall be in ac-
cordance with Annex IV to the Protocol.

Article 6

Storage of Waste
All wastes to be removed from the

Antarctic Treaty area, or otherwise dis-
posed of, shall be stored in such a way
as to prevent their dispersal into the en-
vironment.

Article 7

Prohibited Products
No polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),

nonsterile soil, polystyrene beads, chips
or similar forms of packaging, or pesti-
cides (other than those required for sci-
entific, medical, or hygiene purposes)
shall be introduced onto land or ice
shelves or into water in the Antarctic
Treaty area.

Article 8

Waste Management Planning
1. Each Party which itself conducts ac-

tivities in the Antarctic Treaty area shall,
in respect of those activities, establish a
waste disposal classification system as a
basis for recording wastes and to facili-
tate studies aimed at evaluating the en-
vironmental impacts of scientific activity
and associated logistic support. To that
end, wastes produced shall be classified
as:

(a)sewage and domestic liquid wastes
(Group 1);

(b) other liquid wastes and chemicals,
including fuels and lubricants (Group 2);

(c) solids to be combusted (Group 3);
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(d) other solid wastes (Group 4); and
(e) radioactive material (Group 5).

2. In order to reduce further the im-
pact of waste on the antarctic environ-
ment, each such Party shall prepare and
annually review and update its waste
management plans (including waste re-
duction, storage, and disposal), speci-
fying for each fixed site, for field camps
generally, and for each ship (other than
small boats that are part of the opera-
lions of fixed sites or of ships and taking
into account existing management plans
for ships):

(a) programs for cleaning up existing
waste disposal sites and abandoned work
sites;

(b) current and planned waste man-
agement arrangements, including final
disposal;

(c)current and planned arrangements
for analyzing the environmental effects
of waste and waste management; and

(d) other efforts to minimize any en-
vironmental effects of wastes and waste
management.

3. Each such Party shall, as far as is
practicable, also prepare an inventory of
locations of past activities (such as trav-
erses, fuel depots, field bases, crashed
aircraft) before the information is lost,
so that such locations can be taken into
account in planning future scientific pro-
grams (such as snow chemistry, pollu-
tants in lichens, or ice core drilling).

Article 9

Circulation and Review
of Waste Management Plans

1. The waste management plans pre-
pared in accordance with Article 8, re-
ports on their implementation, and the
inventories referred to in Article 8 (3),
shall be included in the annual ex-
changes of information in accordance
with Articles III and VII of the Antarctic
Treaty and related Recommendations
under Article IX of the Antarctic Treaty.

2. Each Party shall send copies of its
waste management plans, and reports
on their implementation and review, to
the Committee.

3. The Committee may review waste
management plans and reports thereon
and may offer comments, including sug-
gestions for minimizing impacts and
modifications and improvement to the
plans, for the consideration of the Par-
ties.

4. The Parties may exchange infor-
mation and provide advice on, inter alia,
available low-waste technologies, recon-
version of existing installations, special
requirements for effluents, and appro-
priate disposal and discharge methods.

Article 10

Management Practices
Each Party shall:

(a) designate a waste management of-
ficial to develop and monitor waste
management plans; in the field, this re-
sponsibility shall be delegated to an ap-
propriate person at each site;

(b) ensure that members of its expe-
ditions receive training designed to limit
the impact of its operations on the ant-
arctic environment and to inform then
of requirements of this Annex; and

(c) discourage the use of polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) products and ensure that
its expeditions to the Antarctic Treaty
area are advised of any PVC products
they may introduce in the Antarctic
Treaty area in order that they may be
removed subsequently in accordance
with this Annex.

Article 11

Review
This Annex shall be subject to regular

review in order to ensure that it is up-
dated to reflect improvement in waste
disposal technology and procedures and
to ensure thereby maximum protection
of the antarctic environment.

Article 12

Cases of Emergency
1. This Annex shall not apply in cases

of emergency relating to the safety of
human life or of ships, aircraft, or the
protection of the environment.

2. Notice of activities undertaken in
cases of emergency shall be circulated
immediately to all Parties and to the
Committee.

Article 13

Amendment or Modification
1. This Annex may be amended or

modified by a measure adopted in ac-
cordance with Article IX (1) of the Ant-
arctic Treaty. Unless the measure specifies
otherwise, the amendment or modifi-
cation shall be deemed to have been ap-
proved, and shall become effective, 1 year
after the close of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting at which it was
adopted, unless one or more of the Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Parties noti-
fies the Depositary, within that time
period, that it wishes an extension of

that period or that it is unable to approve
the amendment.

2. Any amendment or modification of
this Annex which becomes effective in
accordance with paragraph 1 above shall
thereafter become effective as to any other
Party when notice of approval by it has
been received by the Depositary.

Annex IV to the Protocol
on Environmental
Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty

Prevention of Marine
Pollution

Article 1

Definitions
For the purposes of this Annex:

(a) "discharge" means any release
howsoever caused from a ship and in-
cludes any escape, disposal, spilling,
leaking, pumping, emitting, or empty-
ing;

(b) "garbage" means all kinds of vic-
tual, domestic, and operational waste
excluding fresh fish and parts thereof,
generated during the normal operation
of the ship, except those substances
which are covered by Articles 3 and 4;

(c) "MARPOL 73/78" means the In-
ternational Convention for the Preven-
tion of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as
amended by the Protocol of 1978 relating
thereto and by any other amendment in
force thereafter;

(d) "noxious liquid substance" means
any noxious liquid substance as defined
in Annex II of MARPOL 73/78;

(e) "oil" means petroleum in any form
including crude oil, fuel oil, sludge, oil
refuse, and refined oil products (other
than petrochemicals which are subject
to the provisions of Article 4);

(f)"oily mixture" means a mixture with
any oil content; and

(g) "ship" means a vessel of any type
whatsoever operating in the marine en-
vironment and includes hydrofoil boats,
air-cushion vehicles, submersibles,
floating craft, and fixed or floating plat-
forms.

Article 2

Application
This Annex applies, with respect to

each party, to ships entitled to fly its flag
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and to any other ship engaged in or sup-
porting its antarctic operations, while
operating in the Antarctic Treaty area.

Article 3

Discharge of Oil
1. Any discharge into the sea of oil or

oily mixture shall be prohibited, except
in cases permitted under Annex I of
MARPOL 73/78. While operating in the
Antarctic Treaty area, ships shall retain
on board all sludge, dirty ballast, tank
washing waters, and other oily residues
and mixtures which may not be dis-
charged into the sea. Ships shall dis-
charge these residues only outside the
Antarctic Treaty area, at reception facil-
ities or as otherwise permitted under
Annex I of MARPOL 73/78.

2. This Article shall not apply to:

(a) the discharge into the sea of oil or
oily mixture resulting from damage to a
ship or its equipment:

(i) provided that all reasonable pre-
cautions have been taken after the oc-
currence of the damage or discovery of
the discharge for the purpose of pre-
venting or minimizing the discharge; and

(ii) except if the owner or the Master
acted either with intent to cause dam-
age, or recklessly and with the knowl-
edge that damage would probably result;
or

(b) the discharge into the sea of sub-
stances containing oil which are being
used for the purpose of combating spe-
cific pollution incidents in order to min-
imize the damage from pollution.

Article 4

Discharge of Noxious Liquid
Substances

The discharge into the sea of any nox-
ious liquid substance, and any other
chemical or other substances, in quan-
tities or concentrations that are harmful
to the marine environment, shall be pro-
hibited.

Article 5

Disposal of Garbage
1. The disposal into the sea of all plas-

tics, including but not limited to syn-
thetic ropes, synthetic fishing nets, and
plastic garbage bags, shall be prohibited.

2. The disposal into the sea of all other
garbage, including paper products, rags,
glass, metal, bottles, crockery, inciner-

ation ash, dunnage, lining, and packing
materials, shall be prohibited.

3. The disposal into the sea of food
wastes may be permitted when they have
been passed through a comminuter or
grinder, provided that such disposal
shall, except in cases permitted under
Annex V of MARPOL 73/78, be made as
far as practicable from land and ice
shelves but in any case not less than 12
nautical miles from the nearest land or
ice shelf. Such comminuted or ground
food wastes shall be capable of passing
through a screen with openings no
greater than 25 millimeters.

4. When a substance or material cov-
ered by this article is mixed with other
such substance or material for discharge
or disposal, having different disposal or
discharge requirements, the most strin-
gent disposal or discharge requirements
shall apply.

5. The provisions of paragraphs I and
2 above shall not apply to:

(a)the escape of garbage resulting from
damage to a ship or its equipment pro-
vided all reasonable precautions have
been taken, before and after the occur-
rence of the damage, for the purpose of
preventing or minimizing the escape; or

(b) the accidental loss of synthetic
fishing nets, provided all reasonable
precautions have been taken to prevent
such loss.

6. The Parties shall, where appropri-
ate, require the use of garbage record
books.

Article 6

Discharge of Sewage
1. Except where it would unduly im-

pair antarctic operations:

(a) each Party shall eliminate all dis-
charge into the sea of untreated sewage
("sewage" being defined in Annex IV of
MARPOL 73/78) within 12 nautical miles
of land or ice shelves;

(b) beyond such distance, sewage
stored in a holding tank shall not be dis-
charged instantaneously but at a mod-
erate rate and, where practicable, while
the ship is en route at a speed of no less
than 4 knots.

This paragraph does not apply to ships
certified to carry not more than 10 per-
sons.

2. The Parties shall, where appropri-
ate, require the use of sewage record
books.

Article 7

Cases of Emergency
1. Articles 3, 4, 5, and 6 of this Annex

shall not apply in cases of emergency
relating to the safety of a ship and those
on board or saving life at sea.

2. Notice of activities undertaken in
cases of emergency shall be circulated
immediately to all Parties and to the
Committee.

Article 8

Effect on Dependent
and Associated Ecosystems

In implementing the provisions of this
Annex, due consideration shall be given
to the need to avoid detrimental effects
on dependent and associated ecosys-
tems, outside the Antarctic Treaty area.

Article 9

Ship Retention Capacity
and Reception Facilities

1. Each Party shall undertake to en-
sure that all ships entitled to fly its flag
and any other ship engaged in or sup-
porting its antarctic operations, before
entering the Antarctic Treaty area, are
fitted with a tank or tanks of sufficient
capacity on board for the retention of all
sludge, dirty ballast, tank washing water,
and other oily residues and mixtures,
and have sufficient capacity on board for
the retention of garbage, while operat-
ing in the Antarctic Treaty area and have
concluded arrangements to discharge
such oily residues and garbage at a re-
ception facility after leaving that area.
Ships shall also have sufficient capacity
on board for the retention of noxious
liquid substances.

2. Each Party at whose ports ships de-
part en route to or arrive from the Ant-
arctic Treaty area undertakes to ensure
that as soon as practicable adequate fa-
cilities are provided for the reception of
all sludge, dirty ballast, tank washing
water, other oily residues and mixtures,
and garbage from ships, without caus-
ing undue delay, and according to the
needs of the ships using them.

3. Parties operating ships which de-
part to or arrive from the Antarctic Treaty
area at ports of other Parties shall con-
sult with those Parties with a view to
ensuring that the establishment of port
reception facilities does not place an ine-
quitable burden on Parties adjacent to
the Antarctic Treaty area.
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Article 10

Design, Construction,
Manning, and Equipping
of Ships

In the design, construction, manning,
and equipping of ships engaged in or
supporting antarctic operations, each
Party shall take into account the objec-
tives of this Annex.

Article 11

Sovereign Immunity
1. This Annex shall not apply to any

warship, naval auxiliary, or other ship
owned or operated by a State and used,
for the time being, only on government
noncommercial service. However, each
Party shall ensure by the adoption of
appropriate measures not impairing the
operations or operational capabilities of
such ships owned or operated by it, that
such ships act in a manner consistent,
so far as is reasonable and practicable,
with this Annex.

2. In applying paragraph 1 above, each
Party shall take into account the impor-
tance of protecting the antarctic envi-
ronment.

3. Each Party shall inform the other
Parties of how it implements this pro-
vision.

4. The dispute settlement procedure
set out in Articles 18 to 20 of the Protocol
shall not apply to this Article.

Article 12

Preventive Measures
and Emergency Preparedness
and Response

1. In order to respond more effectively
to marine pollution emergencies or the
threat thereof in the Antarctic Treaty area,
the Parties, in accordance with Article
15 of the Protocol, shall develop contin-
gency plans for marine pollution re-
sponse in the Antarctic Treaty area,
including contingency plans for ships
(other than small boats that are part of
the operations of fixed sites or of ships)
operating in the Antarctic Treaty area,
particularly ships carrying oil as cargo,
and for oil spills, originating from coastal
installations, which enter into the ma-
rine environment. To this end they shall:

(a) cooperate in the formulation and
implementation of such plans; and

(b) draw on the advice of the Com-
mittee, the International Maritime Or-
ganization and other international
organizations.

2. The Parties shall also establish pro-
cedures for cooperative response to pol-
lution emergencies and shall take
appropriate response actions in accor-
dance with such procedures.

Article 13

Review
The Parties shall keep under contin-

uous review the provisions of this An-
nex and other measures to prevent,
reduce, and respond to pollution of the
antarctic marine environment, including
any amendments and new regulations
adopted under MARPOL 73/78, with a
view to achieving the objectives of this
Annex.

Article 14

Relationship with MARPOL 73/78
With respect to those Parties which

are also Parties to MARPOL 73/78, noth-
ing in this Annex shall derogate from

National Science Board
elects
new board chairman

In November 1991, the National Sci-
ence Board (NSB) announced that the
24-member, policy-making body of the
National Science Foundation had elected
James J. Duderstadt as chairman. Dr.
Duderstadt, who is president of the Uni-
versity of Michigan, succeeds Mary L.
Good, NSB chairman since 1988. Dr.
Good, who resigned from the Board be-
fore her 2-year term expired, will be-
come a member of the President's Council
of Advisors on Science and Technology.

Dr. Duderstadt, an engineer who has
been a member of the National Academy
of Engineering since 1987, was ap-
pointed to the Board by President Rea-
gan in 1985 and reappointed by President
Bush in 1990. Since 1988, he has been
president of the University of Michigan.
He began his career at the university in
1969 as an assistant professor of nuclear
engineering. In 1981 he was named dean
of the university's College of Engineer-
ing and in 1988 provost and vice presi-
dent for academic affairs.

His research and teaching interests fo-
cus on various topics in applied theo-
retical physics and mathematics,
including reactor theory and design for
nuclear fission and fusion systems, ra-
diation transport theory, laser physics,
and computer simulation. He has pub-

the specific rights and obligations there-
under.

Article 15

Amendment or Modification
1. This Annex may be amended or

modified by a measure adopted in ac-
cordance with Article IX (1) of the Ant-
arctic Treaty. Unless the measure specifies
otherwise, the amendment or modifi-
cation shall be deemed to have been ap-
proved, and shall become effective, 1 year
after the close of the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting at which it was
adopted, unless one or more of the Ant-
arctic Treaty Consultative Parties noti-
fies the Depositary, within that time
period, that it wishes an extension of
that period or that it is unable to approve
the measure.

2. Any amendment or modification of
this Annex which becomes effective in
accordance with paragraph 1 above shall
thereafter become effective as to any other
Party when notice of approval by it has
been received by the Depositary.

lished eight textbooks and more than 60
technical articles in scholarly journals.
During his career, Dr. Duderstadt has
been recognized many times for his re-
search, teaching, and service activities.
Among these was recognition by the De-
partment of Energy in 1986 for outstand-
ing contributions to the field of nuclear
energy.

As a member of the NSB, Dr. Dud-
erstadt has served as co-chair of the
standing Committee on Education and
Human Resources. He also has directed
the boards of several other organiza-
tions, including Unisys, the Industrial
Technology Institute, the National Man-
ufacturing Forum, and the University of
Michigan hospitals.

Responding to the departure of Dr.
Good and the election of Dr. Duder-
stadt, Walter E. Massey, Director of NSF,
said, "Dr. Good has done an excellent
job in skillfully guiding the Board through
some difficult times for the Foundation.
She will be missed. But I also look for-
ward with great anticipation to Jim Dud-
erstadt's tenure as chairman. He brings
outstanding organizational strengths to
the Board, and, with his roots in aca-
demia, will be a formidable force in help-
ing NSF meet the needs of the university-
based research community."

The members of the National Science
Board are prominent scientists and en-
gineers from academia and industry.
They are appointed by the President of
the United States and confirmed by the
Senate.
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Malcolm Mellor,
1933-1991

The polar community was sadden to
learn that CRREL engineer and antarctic
researcher, Malcolm Mellor died of heart
failure in August 1991.

Born in England, Dr. Mellor received
his bachelor of science degree in civil
engineering from Nottingham Univer-
sity. In 1955, he moved to Australia where
he continued his education at Mel-
bourne University, receiving a masters
degree in meteorology and physics in
1959 and a doctorate in applied science.
He later received a second doctorate, this
time in engineering, from Sheffield Uni-
versity in England.

His fascination with the polar regions
began while he was attending Not-
tingham University, when he partici-
pated in 1954 in an expedition to
Vatnajökull Icecap. In 1955 he extended
his knowledge of the Arctic by leading
an expedition to Spitsbergen. After
moving to Australia, he continued with
cold regions science and engineering.
From 1956 to 1959, he worked for the
Australian Antarctic Division and, dur-
ing the International Geophysical Year
(ICY), was the first glaciologist to winter
at Mawson Station, one of Australia's
three antarctic stations. While at Maw-
son, he studied sea ice, glaciers, and snow
processes and properties.

Dr. Mellor departed Australia for the
United States in 1959 to accept a position
as a research associate at Thayer School
of Engineering, part of Dartmouth Col-
lege in New Hampshire. Two years later
he began work for the U.S. Army's Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Lab-

Bidigare, Robert R. University of Hon-
olulu, Hawaii. Assessment of the ef-
fects of ultraviolet radiation on
phytoplankton in antarctic waters. DPP
91-96060. $33,285.

oratory (CRREL). During the next 30
years, Dr. Mellor continued his re-
search, traveling to Antarctica, Green-
land, Alaska, Siberia, Labrador, the
Yukon, Korea, and mountains and other
cold regions in the United States.

Although while at CRREL his research
and engineering work primarily focused
on the physical and mechanical prop-
erties of snow, ice, and frozen ground,
Dr. Mellor was involved in a range of
studies in engineering mechanics and
applied physics. Among these were
studies of the mechanics of cutting and
boring; design of machines for drilling,
excavating and tunneling; ocean and
subsea engineering; iceberg technology;
and the dynamics of snow avalanches.
Because of his expertise in polar engi-
neering, he served as a consultant to
many government, research, and in-
dustrial organizations, including the
National Science Foundation (NSF). Most
recently, he had returned to Antarctica
to help NSF establish a program to im-
prove facilities, including snow and ice
runways.

During his career, he published more
than 150 scientific publications and served
as editor-in-chief of CRREL's publica-
tion Cold Regions Science and Technology.
In recognition of his contributions to po-
lar science and engineering, Dr. Mellor
received the British Polar Medal and two
U.S. Antarctic Service Medals, first as
British citizen and later as an American.
He also was awarded a research fellow-
ship by the Australian Academy of Sci-
ence for his work in Antarctica during
the ICY and twice received the U.S. Army
Research and Development Award. In
recognition of his polar exploration work,
Mellor Glacier was named for him.

Freckman, Diana W. University of Cal-
ifornia, Riverside, California. Nema-
tode distribution and function in
antarctic dry valley ecosystems. DPP
88-18049. $7,850.

Hall, Michael J . National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Wash-
ington, D.C. Support for ARCOS data
collections and location system. OCE
83-41973. $93,696 ($436,404).

Hollibaugh, James T. San Francisco State
University, San Francisco, California.
Significance of bacterial exoenzymes
in organic matter cycling in the south-
ern oceans. DPP 89-16524. $40,000.

Howes, Brian L. Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute, Woods Hole, Mas-
sachusetts. Collaborative research on
the biogeochemistry of antarctic dry
valley lakes: Seasonality and feedback
processes in amictic systems domi-
nated by internal cycling. DPP 88-
18782. $4,000.

Martin, John H. San Jose State Univer-
sity, San Jose, California. The rela-
tionship between iron availability and
phytoplankton productivity in the
southern oceans. DPP 87-16460.
$44,560.

Priscu, John C. Montana State Univer-
sity, Bozeman, Montana. Photoad-
aptation by phytoplankton in
permanently ice-covered antarctic
lakes: Response to a nonturbulent en-
vironment. DPP 88-20591. $105,996.

Quetin, Langdon B. University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Barbara, California. Site
for studies of marine antarctic re-
search topics (SMART). DPP 91-00658.
$30,982.

Ross, Robin M. University of California,
Santa Barbara, California. Long-term
ecological research on the antarctic
marine ecosystem: An ice-dominated
environment. DPP 90-11927. $560,000.

Sullivan, Cornelius W. University of
Southern California, Los Angeles,
California. Primary productivity in
antarctic pack ice: Time-series studies
at an ice station. DPP 90-23669. $2,660
($7,660).

Trivelpiece, Wayne Z. Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia. Com-
parative demography and foraging
behavior of pygoscelis penguins. DPP
90-96310. $106,742.

Weiler, C. Susan. Whitman College,
Walla Walla, Washington. Support for
publication for the American Society
of Limnology and Oceanography
symposium, "What controls phyto-
plankton production in nutrient-rich
area of the open ocean?" OCE 91-15337.
$10,000 ($30,000).

Wharton, Robert A. University of Ne-
vada, Reno, Nevada. Antarctic dry

Foundation awards of funds
for antarctic projects,
1 July 1991 to 30 September 1991

Following is a list of National Science Foundation antarctic awards made from 1
July 1991 to 30 September 1991. Each item contains the name of the principal in-
vestigator or project manager, his or her institution, a shortened title of the project,
the award number, and the amount awarded. If an investigator received a joint
award from more than one Foundation program, the antarctic program funds are
listed first, and the total amount of the award is listed in parenthesis. Award numbers
for awards initiated by the Division of Polar Programs contain the prefix DPP, those
for awards by the Division of Ocean Sciences contain the prefix OCE, those by the
Division of Biological and Neurological Sciences contain the prefix BNS, those by
the Division of Earth Sciences contain the prefix EAR, and those by the Division of
Astronomical Sciences ATS.

Biology and medicine
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valleys: Terrestrial and aquatic eco-	Feldmann, Rodney M. Kent State Uni-	glacigene Sirius Group of the Domin-
systems. DPP 91-16419. $56,141.	versity, Kent, Ohio. Support for a	ion Range-Beardmore Glacier region.

	

workshop: Geology of the James Ross	DPP 89-19910. $105,330.
Basin. DPP 91-00885. $20,590.

Marine and terrestrial geology and
geophysics

Behrendt, John C. U.S. Geological Sur-
vey. Reston, Virginia. Corridor aero-
geophysics of the southeastern Ross
transect zone (CASERTZ). DPP 89-
19661. $61,000.

Bell, Robin E. Columbia University, La-
mont-Doherty Geological Observa-
tory, Palisades, New York. Airborne
gravity measurements for the CAS-
ERTZ Program. DPP 91-00155. $31,269.

Berg, Jonathan H. Northern Illinois Uni-
versity, De Kalb, Illinois. Geochem-
istry and petrology of the lower crust:
Evaluation over space and time. DPP
88-16988. $48,373.

Boyce, Joseph. National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Washington,
D.C. Support for the antarctic meteo-
rite working group. DPP 84-12353.
$46,517.

Butler, Rhett. Incorporated Research In-
stitute of Seismology. Arlington, Vir-
ginia. Logistics support for a global
seismic station at the South Pole. DPP
89-00340. $1.

Collinson, James W. Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio. Sedimentology
of the Permian-Triassic fluvial se-
quence in the Beardmore Glacier re-
gion. DPP 89-17413. $18,807.

DePaolo, Donald J. University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, California. Geo-
chemistry of granite and metamorphic
rocks of the Transantarctic Moun-
tains: Phase 3. DPP 88-16925. $70,354.

Donahue, Douglas I. University of Ari-
zona, Tucson, Arizona. National Sci-
ence Foundation-Arizona Accelerator
Facility for Radioisotope Analysis. EAR
88-22292. $75,000 ($242,674).

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Corridor aerogeo-
physics of the southeastern Ross tran-
sect zone (CASERTZ). DPP 89-19147.
$227,982.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Support for the ant-
arctic geophysical working group. DPP
90-11643. $19,791.

Elliot, David H. Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Jurassic Ferrar thol-
eiites: Time of emplacement, cause of
young ages, and tectonic implica-
tions. DPP 90-22603. $188,642.

Froelich, Philip N. Columbia University,
New York, New York. Siliceous pa-
leoceanography: (Ge/Si) Opal II. EAR
89-12436. $25,000 ($143,000).

Hodge, Steven M. U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, Tacoma, Washington. Corridor
aerogeophysics of the southeastern
Ross transect zone (CASERTZ). DPP
88-17037. $45,333.

Kennett, James P. University of Califor-
nia, Santa Barbara, California. Paleo-
ceanographic and climatic evolution
of southern high-latitude oceans based
on deep-sea sedimentary sequences.
DPP 89-11554. $60,000 ($80,000).

Kyle, Philip R. New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, Socorro, New
Mexico. West antarctic volcano explo-
ration (WAVE). DPP 88-16342. $63,450.

Mukasa, Samuel B. University of Mich-
igan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Tectonic
evolution of the Antarctic Sector of the
Pacific Margin II: Mesozoic and Paleo-
zoic development of eastern Marie Byrd
Land. DPP 90-14854. $80,000.

Mullen, Jerry S. U.S. Geological Survey,
Reston, Virginia. Antarctic surveying
and mapping program. DPP 91-14787.
$400,000.

O'Connell, Daniel R. Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio. Broadband
seismic imaging of lithospheric struc-
ture: Application to the Transantarctic
Mountain front and the Bentley
Subglacial Trench. DPP 89-16852.
$85,003.

Sears, Derek W. University of Arkansas,
Fayetteville, Arkansas. Natural ther-
moluminescence levels in antarctic
meteorites and related studies. DPP
88-17569. $4,926.

tenBrink, Uri. Stanford University,
Stanford, California. Seismic investi-
gation of the plate boundary between
East and West Antarctica. DPP 89-
17634. $11,851.

Vrba, Elizabeth S. Yale University, New
Haven, Connecticut. Paleocimate and
evolution: A conference on human or-
igins to be held fall, 1992, at Airlie,
Virginia. BNS 87-21385. $5,000
($30,000).

Webb, Peter-Noel. Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio. Stratigraphy,
paleontology, structural geology, and
paleoglaciology of the late Neogene

Ocean and climate studies.

Ackley, Stephen F. U.S. Army, Cold Re-
gions Research and Engineering Lab-
oratory, Hanover, New Hampshire.
Sea-ice properties and processes in the
Weddell Gyre: A component of
AnZone. DPP 90-24809. $112,663
($122,263).

Bernstein, Robert L. SeaSpace, San Diego,
California. Application of DMSP sat-
ellite data to antarctic oceanography
and meteorology. DPP 88-17448.
$139,000.

Bromwich, David H. Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio. Continued
investigation of the extraordinary ka-
tabatic winds at Terra Nova Bay. DPP
89-16134. $68,437.

Bromwich, David H. Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio. Boundary-
layer dynamics over West Antarctica.
DPP 89-16921. $190,000.

DeMaster, David J. North Carolina State
University, Raleigh, North Carolina.
The preservation and accumulation of
biogenic silica and organic carbon in
a high-latitude environment: The Ross
Sea. DPP 88-17209. $35,560.

Domack, Eugene W. Hamilton College,
Clinton, New York. Depositional pro-
cesses and stratigraphy of antarctic
fjords and ice shelf environments. DPP
89-15977. $64,696.

Gordon, Arnold L. Columbia Univer-
sity, Lamont-Doherty Geological Ob-
servatory, Palisades, New York.
Weddell Gyre physical oceanographic
studies. DPP 90-24755. $373,228
($390,435).

Jefferies, Martin 0. University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, Alaska. Physical properties
and structural-stratographic varia-
tions of frazil, platelet, and congela-
tion sea ice, Ross Sea, Antarctica. DPP
89-15863. $118,390.

Martinson, Douglas C. Columbia Uni-
versity, Lamont-Doherty Geological
Observatory, Palisades, New York.
Western Weddell Sea ice station tur-
bulence and mixed-layer project. DPP
90-25083. $14,390.

McPhee, Miles G. McPhee Research,
Naches, Washington. Western Wed-
dell Sea ice station turbulence and
mixed-layer project. DPP 91-10422.
$15,065.
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1991 ozone depletion
equals
losses in 1987

According to reports in September
1991, ozone levels at some altitudes
in the lower stratosphere had de-
clined to 10 percent of normal. In early
October, readings over the South Pole
were 118 Dobson units—the lowest
level of stratospheric ozone abun-
dance ever recorded. Other early re-
ports suggest not only that the
depletion is severe but that it also be-
gan during the austral winter—ear-
lier than ever before.

Images acquired by NASA's satel-
liteborne TOMS (total ozone map-
ping spectrometer) and data from
balloonbome instruments showed that
on 1 October 1991 the depleted area
resembled the 1987 depletion—the
year that the deepest ozone hole was
recorded. The first illustration, pro-
duced from TOMS images, compares
4 years of data on the ozone "hole."
The pale area above Antarctica indi-
cates a severe ozone loss; the images
for 1 October 1987 and 1991 demon-
strate the similarity between the lev-
els of ozone loss in these years. In
contrast, the image for 1988 clearly
shows that in this year the level of
ozone loss was much less severe.
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The graph, which is based on data
obtained from balloonborne instru-
ments above the South Pole, com-
pares ozone levels for October 1987
(thin line) and 1991 (dashed line) with
levels during August (bold line), when
ozone levels are considered normal.
The region of the stratosphere with
the greatest loss is between 12 and 23
kilometers above the surface.

Concentrated in a stratospheric
layer between 9 and 18 miles (15 and
30 kilometers) above Earth's surface,
ozone is formed when solar ultravi-
olet radiation acts on atmospheric
oxygen molecules. It protects life on
the Earth from the lethal effects of
ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Using
data obtained from ground-based,
balloonborne, airborne, and satelli-
teborne instruments, scientists have
learned that atmospheric chemistry
and climate dynamics combine to de-
plete ozone from the stratosphere.
During the winter, a stable low-pres-
sure system with low temperatures
builds up over Antarctica. A belt of
strong westerly winds—the polar
vortex—seals off the atmosphere and
prevents warmer, ozone-rich air from
mixing with the antarctic atmos-
phere. This isolation coupled with
temperatures lower than - 80°C en-
ables polar stratospheric clouds to
form. Polar stratospheric clouds,

0	50	100	150	2C0
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which are made up of ice crystals,
provide the environment in which the
ozone-destroying chemical reactions
occur.

When manmade chlorofluorocar-
bons are exposed to solar ultraviolet
radiation in the upper atmosphere,
they break down, leaving chlorine
atoms free to combine with the oxy-
gen atoms from ozone and atmos-
pheric oxygen. Rather than
recombining with atmospheric oxy-
gen molecules, the oxygen atoms
combine with chlorine to form chlor-
ine monoxide. As the cycle contin-
ues, more oxygen is tied up in chlorine
monoxide, and ozone is depleted.

Although scientists agree that
chlorine, produced by manmade
chlorofluorocarbons, is a key element
in the chemical reactions that create
the ozone "hole" each austral spring,
the role and impact of atmospheric
phenomena, climate dynamics, and
other atmospheric aerosol com-
pounds remain unclear.

During the time that U.S. and other
scientists have monitored the cycle of
ozone destruction above Antarctica,
the pattern has been 1 year of severe,
persistent depletion followed by a year
of mild, short-lived depletion. In 1990
they had anticipated that the deple-
tion would be moderate, as 1988 had
been, but by October 1990, the de-
pletion had already surpassed the to-
tal 1988 loss. Data collected during
the 1991 austral spring and early aus-
tral summer indicate that 1991 will be
the third consecutive year of severe
ozone depletion.
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Weather at U.S. stations

Feature

Average temperature (°C)

Temperature maximum (°C)
(date)

Temperature minimum (°C)
(date)

Average station pressure (mb)

Pressure maximum (mb)
(date)

Pressure minimum (mb)
(date)

Snowfall (mm)

Prevailing wind direction

Average wind (m/sec)

Peak wind (m/sec)
(date, direction)

Average sky cover

Number clear days

Number partly cloudy days

Number cloudy days

Number days with visibility less
than 0.4 km

August 1991

	

McMurdo	Palmer

	-25.7	-6.5

	

-10.5	3.0

	

(23)	(21)

	

-38.0	-18.0

	

(20)	(17)

	

985.57	984.50

	

1006.84	1016.00

	

(14)	(7)

	

966.27	943.20

	

(31)	(18)

	

5.08	644.00

	

50°	North

	

5.66	9.99

	

24.71	38.09

	

(4, 130°)	(12,40')

	

5.4	9.3

	

6.0	0.0

	

16.0	4.0

	

9.0	27.0

	

0.2	0.0

September 1991

South	 South
Pole	McMurdo	Palmer	Pole*

	-59.2	-20.5	-4.2	-53.0

	

-41.6	-6.8	4.3	-36.3

	

(1)	(20)	(11)	(17)

	

-71.6	-35.2	-17.5	-77.0

	

(29)	(4)	(24)	(12)

	

674.80	982.90	996.00	682.40

	

683.10	1006.84	1025.40	704.10

	

(13)	(25)	(28)	(20)

	

665.90	959.64	952.00	657.00

	

(10)	(13)	(11)	(12)

	

Trace	Trace	268.00	Trace

	

200	1000	Northwest	3500

	

5.51	6.18	6.02	5.51

	

18.78	29.86	37.06	15.20

	

(3600 )	(30, 180°)	(5,30')	(17,350')

	

0.0	7.0	8.8	0.0

	

20.0	2.0	1.0	7.0

	

8.0	9.0	6.0	7.0

	

3.0	19.0	23.0	16.0

	

5.0	1.9	0.0	8.0

October 1991

McMurdo	Palmer

-	 -5.2

-	 4.5
(7)

-	-13.8
(18)

-	985.40

1015.40
(1)

-	949.80
(22)

711.00

-	Southwest

-	 6.38

-	30.37
(28,40-)

-	 9.2

-	 1.0

-	 2.0

-	28.0

-	 0.0

South
Pole

-52.0

-33.0
(8)

-63.9
(3)

676.20

702.30
(7)

663.20
(28)

Trace

90°

5.87

18.78
(5,360')

0.0

13.0

8.0

10.0

8.0

Prepared from information received from the stations. Locations: McMurdo 77 051'S 166040'E, Palmer 64046'S 64°3'W, Amundsen-Scott
South Pole 90°S. Elevations: McMurdo sea level, Palmer sea level, Amundsen-Scott South Pole 2,835 meters. For prior data and
daily logs, contact the National Climate Center, Asheville, North Carolina 28801.
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